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Abstract

This report presents a general statistical method of hot spot and

hot channel analysis. Adefinition of "hot spot" is proposed, which

allows to correlate the probability of exceeding certain critical

temperatures to the size of the zone in which they occur.

The assumptions of previous methods are critically reviewed and,

in contrast to results of previous methods, the hot channel factors

are demonstrated to be independent of the assumed spot size.

The different effects of local and global uncertainties, and the

radial and axial power profile in the core are taken into account.

Together with the probability of at least one hot spot in the core,

the probability that hot spots occur in exactly one, or exactly two,

or in exactly n subassemblies is evaluated.

The report includes a description cf the FORTRAN-IV code SHOSPA,

which is based on the proposed method and is applicable to any

type of reactor and any power profile as long as the core is con

stituted of bundled fuel rads.

A numerical application of the code to the sodium cooled fast

reactor Na-2 is shown, together with the analysis of the influence

of the assumed spot size on the hot spot factors.
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Zusammenfassung

In diesem Bericht wird eine allgemeine statistische Methode der Heißstellen

und Heißkanal-Analyse beschrieben. Eine Definition der "Heißstellell wird

vorgeschlagen~ die es erlaubt~ eine Beziehung anzugeben zwischen der Wahr

scheinlichkeit für das tiberschreiten bestimmter kritischer Temperaturen

und der Größe der Zone~ in der dies auftritt.

Die Annahmen für früher angegebene Methoden werden kritisch geprüft~ und

es wird gezeigt, daß~ im Gegensatz zu den Ergebnissen früher angegebener

Methoden, die Heißkanalfaktoren unabhängig sind von der angenommenen Größe

der HeiBstelle.

Die unterschiedlichen Auswirkungen lokaler und globaler Unsicherheiten

sowie radiale und axiale Leistungsprofile im Reaktorkern werden berücksich

tigt.

Zusammen mit der Wahrscheinlichkeit für das Auftreten mindestens einer

Heißstelle im Reaktorkern wird auch die Wahrscheinlichkeit berechnet, daß

Heißstellen in genaueinem, genau zwei oder genau n Brennelementen auftreten.

Dem Bericht ist eine Beschreibung des FOR'IRAN-IV-Rechenprograrmns SHOSPA

beigefügt~ das die vorgeschlagene Methode zur Grundlage hat und für Jeden

Reaktortyp und jedes Leistungsprofil angewendet werden kann, wenn nur der

Reaktorkern aus StabbUndel-Brennelementen aufgebaut ist.

Die Ergebnisse einer Anwendung des Rechenprogramms auf den natriumgekühlten

schnellen Reaktor Na-2 werden berichtet~ weiterhin wird der Einfluß der

angenommenen Größe der Helßstelle auf die Heißstellenfaktoren analysiert.
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Introduetion

This paper extends the previous work ~-1,2_7 on hot ehannel faetors

to the hot spot faetors. Many theoretiealbases were already given

in the refereneed papers; therefore only the aspeets, whieh are

peeuliar to hot spot analysis, are treated extensively in the

following. However, some new eonsiderations on hot ehannel analysis,

whieh aetually is only a partieular ease of the hot spot analysis,

are pointed out.

The assumptions of previous methods of analysis are eritieally reviewed.

As in the "Synthesis Method" (.-3,4_7, the hot spot faetors are evaluated

versus the total failure probability of a core, taking into aeeount

the probabili ty tha t every "spot" in the core, aevia ting from i ts
own nominal temperature, eould be "hot". The main improvements, which

the proposed method gives to previous analyses, are the following:

1) The correlation among the temperatures of the several cooling

ehannels, due to the global uneertainties (that is,the uncertainties

which affect in the same way the temperature of a whole eore, or at

least of a whole part of a core), is taken into account. As shown in

~-1_7, considering the aetual eorrelations, the hot spot fa~, at

a given eonfidenee level, result to be lower than those evaluated

starting from the assumption of independent channels.

Another advantage of this procedure is that it allows a better aSsess

ment of the relative importanee of the individual uneertainties; this

enables the designer to identify which are the most limiting uncertain

ties for a higher power rating, and eonsequently, where smaller

toleranees should be required. Previous methods sometimes drastically

over-or underestimated the importanee of eertain tolerances beeause

of their inadequate theoretieal treatment, even if they might oecasional

ly agree with the present method in the numerieal value of the overall

hot spot factor.

2) Adefinition of "hot spot" is propo~ed, whieh allows to eorrelate

the probability of exeeeding critical temperatures to the size of

the zone in whieh they oceur. In eontrast to previous methods

~-3,4,5_7, the hot ehannel faetors are demonstrated to be independent
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of the assumed spot size, if the uneertainties are eorreetly defined.

Therefore, a new eriterion is proposed for the speeifieation of the

uneertainties: namely, for the uneertainties whieh are random funetions

along the fuel pin axis, the term "speeifie standard deviation" is

introdueed.

3) The total probability to have at least one hot spot is subdivided

into the sum of its eomponents, evaluating the probability that hot

spots oeeur in exaetly one, or in exaetly two, or in exaetly

n subassemblies. In this way, a better quantitative assessment of

the reaetor safety against over-temperatures is offered to the designer,

whieh enables hirn to weigh the eost of the plant versus the finaneial

risk of fuel failure.

The work was performed within the context of sodium eooled fast reaetor

development, but the proposed method is quite general and immediately

applicable to any type of reactor constituted of bundled fuel rods

with single phase coolant. The paper is subdivided into three parts.

The first part presents the theoretieal analysis; the seeond part

deseribes the Fortran-IV code SH~SPA (Statistical HOt SPot Analysis)

whieh operates aceording to the proposed method and does not require

large eomputational time; the third part shows an applieation of the

code to the sodium eooled fast reaetor Na-2. In this numerieal example,

the influenee of the spot size on hot spot faetors and the relative

importanee of the several uneertainties affeeting the thermal design

are examined.

The author wishes to thank Mr. E.G. Schleehtendahl for his interest

and valuable suggestions: particularly, the concept of "specific

standard deviation" was introdueed after a common diseussion on the

subject.
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First Part

Theoretical Analysis

I. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS AND DEFINITIONS

1.1 Scope of a hot spot statistical analysis

The operating temperature of a nuclear reactor is generally limited

by the requirement that the coolant at channel outlet and some core

components, such as fuel and cladding for instance, do not reach

certain critical temperatures, which could provoke failures or an

unsafe core operation. Because of the several uncertainties which

affect the thermal design, the designer is then faced with the

problem of estimating the maximum temperatures, which can occur in

the core. The uncertainties are generally random variables, with

statistical distributions which can be assessed by measurements.

Therefore, also the estimation of the maximum possible temperatures

is of statistical nature. That is, the maximum temperatures should be

associated with a certain level of probability. In the following, we

shall indicate this level of probability as "confidence level", meaning

with this term a certain probability that a certain maximum temperature

will not be exceedsd anywhere inthe core by the considered critical

parameter.

Scope of a hot spot statistical analysis is then to develop a method

of calculation, which allows to determine the relationship between

maximum temperattire and corresponding confidence level, once the nominal

temperature and power profile in the core and the distributions of the

uncertainties are assigned. In this way the designer is able to verify

that, in an actual core design, critical temperatures are not expected

to be exceeded at an adeguate confidence level.

This adequate confidence level cannot be defined once for ever: it

should be assumed in any design on an economical basis, that is, after
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a comparison between financial advantages of a higher power rating

and financial risks of component failures. In order to allow this

comparison, the developed method associates the maximum temperatures

with the geometrical size of the zone in which they occur (hot

spot size); moreover it permits to assess,at any confidenee level,

the expected number of failed subassemblies.

1.2 Hot spot faetors and thermal design

The definition of the hot spot factors offers a useful tool to

the designer in order to assess the expected maximum temperatures

and consequently to ehoosethe operating temperature. The following

general definition may be applied to the fuel or the cladding in

differently.

We define as hot spot factor the safety factor Fr,s

F
h s

= F
h s

(conf. level)

which takes into account all uncertainties affecting the thermal

design in such a way that, in steady-state operation, the value

(1)

+ F
blS max

is not expected to be exceeded by the temperature of any "spot" of

the eonsidered component in the core, at the confidence level

associated with Fb • In Eq. (2) ~' is the nominal eoolant temperature
.$ 1

at core inlet, and 6 ~ is the temperature difference between the
max

nominally hattest poin,t of the considered component in the care and

V: .. The definition of "spot ll will be given in the following items.
1

The proposed method of analysis allows to determine explicitly the

function in Eq. (1), onee the set of uncertainties and the nominal

temperature profile in the core are known. Then, if Pr is the "ad

equate ll confidence level assumed for the thermal design, and ~crit
is tbe eritical temperature not to be exceeded, the allowable maximum

temperature difference 6~11 ean be evaluated as:
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The optimum condition (with reference to the hot spot problem only)

(4)

cannot be reached in general for all components at once: there are

always one or two components which are the most limiting for higher

power ratings. Thermal design optimization should be, therefore,

performed with reference to the overall non-failure probability.

Neglecting eventual correlations, a conservative figure of the

overall noii;"failüf'e pröbäbility is giverr by

P S - (5)

where Ps . is the probability that no failure occurs due to the
-J

component "j" (j = coolant, fuel, cladding for instance).

A typical optimization problem, which can be solved by means of

i tera tive appl ica t i on of hot spot analysis to su c c e s s i ve c o r e thermal

designs, i8 the following: assumed a constant non-failure probability

for the cere, once the power profile, the mechanical design and the

inlet coolant temperature are fixed, in which way should the flew

rates be distributed among the several subassemblies, in order to

obtain the maximum efficiency, that is the maximum average coolant

temperature at cOre outlet?

1.3 Hot spot definition in previous methods of analysis

In order to complete the definition of the hot spot factors, it is

necessary to define what is a "hot spot"; that is, which is the

geometrical size of the zone in which over-temperatures are expected

to occur.Previous methods ef statistical analysis have presented

very unsatisfactory assumptions: in the following they are critically

reviewed, then the assumptions of the proposed advanced method will

be discussed.
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1.3.1 Deterministie method

In the paper of Letourneau and Grimble ~-6_7 there is the first

systematie exposition of the deterministie method and a elear

differenee between hot ehannel and hot spot faetors is pointed out:

namely, the hot ehannel faetor "is based on average deviations from

nominalover the length of the ehannel, while the spot faetors are

based on loeal deviations from nominal at one worst point on the

surfaee (the hot spot)". Consequently, the deterministie method de

fines the nominally hottest point in the eore as the hot spot: then,

in this point all "maximum deviations" are assumed to oceur simultaneous

ly. This method indeed gives an absolute safety for the whole eore,

onee the "worst" or maximum possible deviations are known. (The eon-

eept of worst deviation howevermust besubjeet toeritieism: in

fact, the fabrieation toleranees, for instanee, are results of

measurements, whieh, moreover, are generally performed only on sampIes

drawn from the eomplete produetion: they are, therefore, ef statistieal

na ture. The "wors t devia tions" should be eonsequently asseeia ted a Lway s

with the confidenee level of their estimation.) The main limitation

of the deterministie method is reeognized by the authors themselves:

"The philosophy of the assumption that all worst deviations oceur at

one loeation is open to question, sinee the statistieal probability

of such an oeeurrenee is extremely low ••• The advantage gained (with

a statistieal method) would have to be weighed against the eonsequenees

whieh might oceur if the design maximum temperatures were exceeded."

1.3.2 First statistieal methods

The first statistieal methods (see for instanee ~-7,8,9_7) have

erroneously maintained the definition of hot spot as the "worst point"

in the axial temperature profile along the fuel,even if someofthese

have eonsidered that not just the most eritieal fuel element in the

eore, but also theother ones contribute to the total hot spot probability.

We must in fact distinguish between global and loeal uneertainties. A

global uncertainty, for instance, an error in the power measurement

0' a deviation fr om nominal of the flow rate in a subassembly provokes

that the whole temperature profile along the fuel length is shifted

at onee: therefore, with respeet to the ~obal uneertainties, if the
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thermal design guarantees that the nominal maximum in the temperature

profile does not exeeed a eertain value, it guarantees also that

this value is not exeeeded in any other point of the fuel. So far

these methods were justified. This is no longer true for the loeal

uneertainties, such as those of fuel density, heat transfer coeffieients,

etc., whieh are random funetions along the fuel length. These un

eertainties provoke an irregular temperature profile, the maximum of

whieh does not neeessarily oecur in the point of the nominal maximum:

moreover more points could reaeh the same maximum temperature. The

eoneept of hot spot as the nominally "worst point" is therefore very

unsatisfactory in a statistical analysis.

1. 3. 3 The "S..:r.ot ~vIodel" and the "Synthesis Method"

The multiplicity of possible oecurrenees of hot spots along the fuel

length was taken into aeeount first by Businaro and Pozzi in their

"spot model" /.-5_7.

These/authors divided the fuel length into an arbitrary number of

segments, along which parameters such as fuel density, enrichment,

diameter, that is the leeal uneertainties, were assumed as eonstant.

Then, they developed a Mente Carle routine, drawing sampIe values

of these parameters from their statistieal distribution, in order

te evaluate the channel and spot eorrection faetors. The conclusions

they drew are that, increasing the number of the segments, that is of

the spots, the hot spot faetors increase, while the channel factors

deerease: namely, the deereasing of the channel faetors is proportional

to \~ ' where n is the number of spots, or else, in aeeordance with
vn

the statistieal theorem of the mean of n values assumed by a random

variable /'-1o_7, the ehannel faetors take into account an average

value of the uneertainties along the fuel length.

Now, there ean be no doubt that inereasing the subdivision of the

pin into more segments must result in larger hot spot faetors, sinee

there is a decrease of the physieal size of the eonsidered spot.

and it is obvious that the probability of having small hot zones

is larger that that of having large hot zones: but, the temperature

of the eoolant at ehannel outlet is affected by a physical average
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of the unce1'tainties along the fuel length, whieh should by no ~~9n~

~~y_~_~_~~_.the rrl~ the~_atieal model, namely the numb e r of the segments

in the assumed subdivision. This eonside1'ation shows that the method

was in e1'ror: the eontradietion can be easily removed if we eonsider

that dee1'easing the size of the segmentation would result in a

eo1'1'esponding ine1'ease in the aetual deviations, while the authors

maintained the standard deviations of the uneertainties eonstant in

this application of the Monte Carlo routine to different number of

spots in a fuel element. We shall explain this point with an example:

let 1 be the chosen length of the spot, n the number of spots and
s

~ the standard deviation of the average value of a certain uneertainty

along the length 1 : the standard deviation to consider for channel
s

correetion factors is then .....:tn.. ,!3-e<:ordil1gtogef.l-5_Z.If now the

spot length were assumed to be 2 1 , the total number of spots would
s

be n/2, and the standard deviation would be that of the average value

over two spots each one of length ls; that is the aetual standard

deviation to consider must be v;.- and no longer (J as assumed in

Ref. L-5_7. Considering the appropriate values, the standard de
CY/f2 _ 6' .
vn72 - v=:;- .

that is, it does not depend upon the assumed spot length. Mo1'eover,

exaet assumptions on the uneertainties would have given spot faetors

even larger than those calculated in Ref. ~-5_7 for small spot lengths,

beeause,togethe1' with the increase in the number of possible occurrences

of hot spots, larger standard deviations for the uncertainties should

have been assumed. The " s ynthesis method" ~(3, 4_7 extends the previous

"spot model" to the whole core: in his v,:ork, Gueron ~-3_7 assumes the

length of a pellet as length of a circumferential spot and states

coherently llit is over a pellet that diameter, density and isotopic

composition are defined". This assumption allows him to overcome the

recognized (but not clearly 1'emoved) ambiguity of the results in

Ref. L-5_7; while this might be a reasonable assumption for pelleted

fuels, it is not applicable to other types of fuel. It is hence necessary

to give a new general and unambiguous definition of "hot spot".

1.4 Hot spot definition

From a mathematical point of view a "spot" might be defined as a

geometrical point. 'I'he number of such "spots" in a core being infinite,
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we would be faeed with the eertainty of the presenee of hot spots

ln a eore, if for the uneertainties unlimited distributions were

assumed, such as, for instance. normal distributions. Assuming, however,

truncated distributions for the uncertainties, the only possible method

of analysis would be the evaluation of a statistieal faetor for the

"global" uncertainties and of a deterministie faetor ineluding the

"warst possible deviations" of the "loeal" uneertainties.

This assumption, whieh might appear to be very satisfaetory for the

reaetor safety, has, however, no physieal relevanee: in fact, aeeording

definition, the maximum possible deviations of the loeal un-

eertainties should be measured on sampIes of infinitesimal size,

whieh is physieally and technieally meaningless. It is always neeessary

to assume a eertain finite size for the sampIe to be measured: eon

sequently the minimum size whieh allows to perform measurements might

be assumed as size of a "hot spot". A finite size of the spot allows

a statistieal analysis and, at the same time, is of teehnical relevanee.

The neeessity of performing the measurements on sampIes of the same

size of the assumed spot was al ready indieated, eritieizing the spot

model: some example will elear better this eoneept. If we want to assess

the effeets of the enriehment toleranees on the power delivered by a

pellet, we should measure the average eontents of Plutonium in the

pellet, but, if we want to assess the effeet of the same parameter on

the temperature of every zone of a pellet, we should measure the exaet

Plutonium eoncentration in every pellet zone. It is elear that the

smaller the sampIe is, the larger the deviations will be: for instanee,

the enriehment whieh at nominal value 20 % ean vary in a pellet of

mixed Plutonium and Uranium oxides within 19 %and 21 %, varies in

mieroseopieal seale within 0 %and 100 %. Moreover, the heat transfer

between fuel and eladding differs largely between a pJint cf perfeet

eontaet and one with a large gap; whereas over a certain surfaee the

resulting value is an average of several intermediate and extreme eon

ditions, therefore, also in this ease, the smaller the examined surfaee

is, the larger the deviations will be.
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Consequent1y, if the size of the spot were fixed on1y on the basis

of physical possibility of measurement, the hot spot factor eould

result prohibitively large.

But the occurrence of a hot spot in the fuel or in the eladding ean

affect the performance of the pin only if a finite zone is eoncerned,

the radius of which can be estimated theoretically or experimentally.

For instanee, the melting of 1 mgr. of fuel in a pellet does not

deteriorate the performance of a pin, but the melting of fuel along

10 cm of a pin may well do so. These considerations bring us to the

following eonclusions:

a) The size of the hot spot, a_gains~whic~~afeguard~~Ei_~_~~.~aken

in reactor thermal design, cannot be defined onee _f~~ ever.-~_!. i t

s h 0u l_d__1?_~~_ss ~_f!l e ~_by t l1~__<:!~Ei i g!~~~_On ~l1Da~ i '? ~L_Ei.~}!:_~;y__an ~_

phYEiJ~a~__~qu~ref!lents •

b) 0 n c e t he s_i z~__~f t h ~_sp ~_~_!:J:,,:~ ~~_e n__~~_~llITl~~.!_ ..!!:J:.~_(g__Ei_!~~_~u t i_()~ __.9!
~l-).e l~~~~__:~~~:r:.!..~in~_~~_~_~~_~~l~ __~_~_deter~_~ned on samples o f

correspon~ing ~iz~.

'I'hat is, it is not possib1e to assume a size for the "hot spot", without

taking into aecount the size on whieh the deviations were 8ssessed. On this

basis only, a statistical hot spot analysis can eorrelate unambiguously

the probability of exeeeding eertain eritical temperatures to the size

of the zone in which they oceur.

Before diseussing our partieular assumptions for fuel and eladding

hot spot, we shall indicate how the local uneertainties should be

specified, in order to avoid any possible ambiguity, such as that

criticized in the "spot model".
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1.5 Speeifieations of the uneertainties

The basic information required for a statistieal analysis, is the

eomplete set of the distributions of the uneertainties, both global

and loeal *. A single parameter may be affeeted by different types

of uneertainty; therefore, eare should be taken to separate the

global effeets from the loeal one. The thermal conductivity of

Uranium-Plutonium oxides, fOl instance, is known within certain

limits, whieh depend upon measurement error and fuel chemical com

position. The measurement error plays a very large role on the

corresponding uncertainty: this is an uncertainty w~ch is common

to all pellets in the core and should be treated as allglobal un

certainty". On the other hand, the chemical composition affects

every pellet individtiälly, it~ ~ff~tt §h6uld b~ taken into account

as an average over a certain length of the pellet. Other parameters

must be treated similarly.

The local uncertainties, that is the uncertainties which are random

funetions along a fuel element, must always be specified together

with the size of the sampIe, over which they were measured. In order

to refer always to a same size, we shall introduce the term of specific

standard deviation ( ~s). Namely, we define as "specific standard

deviatio~ the standard deviation of the average value whieh the con-

*Note. As shown at i-l_7, the knowledge of the mean (m) and of the

standard deviation (~) is sufficient in most practical cases: this

is beeause we deal with a sum of several distributions, and this sum

tends to a normal distribution if the number of the terms of the sum

is large ~-10_7, whichever the type of the individual distributions

iso The estimation of m and ~ should be performed on an adequate number

of representative sampIes, according to the weIl known statistical EX

perimental technics, since the final confidence level of the analysis

will also depend upon the confidence level at which the uncertainties

are assessed.

We shall indicate a distribution with the symbol (m,~) and assume it

to be normal: correspondingly in the diagrams we shall indicate it with

the block ~ m, ~~ • Moreover we assume that in the core design the

nominal value of each parameter coincides with its mean; that is, each

parameter has the distribution (0,0) about its nominal value.
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sidered parameter ma~ assume over the unit of length, surface or

volume according to the nature of the parameter.

For instance, the tolerances of the cladding outer diameter should

be specified as follows (the numerical quantit~shave only an ex

plicative funetion):

Outer diameter:

nominal value =- mean = 6 mm,

standard deviation of avera~e diameter among pins belonging

to different produetion batches: "da = 0.013 mm,

specific standard deviation of irr.e~u1arities al.ong a pin:

Gd~ = 0.012 mmF .

In this example <>do is an uneertainty whieh aets on a whole group

of pins, narnely those produced in a same bateh; 6d~ aets loeal1y along

a pin. If we have assumed, for instance, for the eladding a eireum

ferentiaJ hot spot of length 1 em ,the eorresponding standard de-
s

viation to eonsider i6

ls
()

s
(J

= v(.
s

(6)

sinee now, it is the standard deviation of the average loeal diameter

- averaged over the length 1 - which should be taken into aecount.
s

For the heat transfer eoefficients and for the enriehment, for inatanee,

(Js should be referred to the unit of aurfaee or of volume, respectively.

However, for a fixed geometry of the fuel element, we ean continue to

define it for unit of length: naturally, in this ease, expressions

different from Eq. (6) should be introduced in the calculations,

if in the assumptions of hot spot size only a partial seetien of a

pin is taken into aeeount. This point will be explained extensively

in the following.
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11. EVALUATION OF THE HOT SPOT FACTORS

We shall now eoneentrate on the analysis of a reaetor eonstituted

of bundled fuel rods: partieularly, referenee will be made to a

sodium eooled fast reaetor, such as Na-2 L-ll_7. The method of

analysis is, however, quite general and it can be easily extended

to other fuel types.

11.1 Hot spot size

The spot size, we shall now assurne for fuel and eladding respeetively,

are based on physieal and safety considerations: they remain, however,

in a certain way arbitrary. Other assumptions might be equally satis

faetory. Actually the main point is to get a proeedure which allows

to evaluate the hot spot factors coherently with the assumptions per

formed on the spot, sinee a certain arbitrariness, as already dis

cussed, eannot be avoided in the spot definition.

11.1.1 Fuel hot spot

pin

considered pin
"spot"

Fig. I

Fuel hot spot channel arrangement

The eooling channel eonfiguration taken into aecount for a sodium

eooled reactor such as Na-2

is given in Fig. 1. We assurne

the hot spot size in the fuel

as a certain length of the pin

center line.

This definition takes into

aeeount the fuel geometry at

beginning of reaetor operation,

that is, when the central ehannel is not yet formed in the fuel • More

over, it is not taken into aeeount, that, ~ue to loeal irregularities,

as e.g. large fissile material coneentration in a small zone of the

fuel, the maximum temperature location might not be at the center

of the pin: that is, only average deviations from nominal in the

axial seetion of a pin are considered.

But there are still a few more effects which could displace the point

of maximum temperature out from the pin centerline. At the beginning
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of exposure this can be caused principally by the following effects:

a) Eccentricity of the fuel in respects to the cladding:

In this case a radial displacement of the maximum fuel temperature

occurs versus the maximum thermal resistance point; but this displaced

maximum is lower than the nominal maximum at fuel center f-12_7.
Hence, neglecting the effects of pellet eccentricity results in a

conservative assessment of the hot spot probability for the fuel.

This effect should naturally not be neglected in channel and

cladding analysis.

b) Asymmetrical power generation in the fuel:

This can be provoked by average irregularities of density orenrich

ment in the fuel and neutron flux gradients: we do not, in fact,

consider local irregularities, as previously said. These effects

appear however to be not very important. (For instance, it has

been verified that, assuming constant average power in the central

pellet of a Na-2 fuel pin, a 20 % higher power generation within a

60 0 angle provokes the maximum temperature to be displaced radially

versus the high power region: this maximum is only 2 % higher than

the nominal one.) Therefore, it is possible to take into account

these irregularities as further sources of uncertainties on the

maximum temperature, which will be assumed to occur always at pin

center.

If hot spot analysis should be performed for a fuel at a given burn

up, no variation in the analysis method would be necessary. It would

just require a new spot definition, namely the inner surface of the

fuel defined by the boundary of the inner channel over a certain length.

The nominal temperature should correspondingly be recalculated for a

given inner channel radius, taking into account new nominal values and

uncertainties of parameters such as density, thermal conductivity, power

density etc. In this case, however, another reasonable assumption might

be to consider a triangular channel arrangement, such as that which will

be presented for the cladding and correspondingly to define a hot spot

as the inner surface of the fuel defined by a 60
0

arc on the boundary

of the inner channel over a certain length.
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11.1.2 Cladding hot spot

effect of the spot length on bott

the cooling channel for cladding

temperature analysis, as weIl as

for hot channel analysis, is shown

in Fig. 2. Hot spot size is assumed

to be the inner surface of the

cladding defined by an arc of 600

as basis over a certain length. The

0-
fuelcoola!"'t

~ '\ /\ "spot"

~~\(1 -- -~o . c1adding

Fig. 2

Cladding hot spot channel
arrangement

Since there is no power generation, in the cladding the maximum

temperatures occur only at the inner surface of the cladding.

For a reactor such as Na-2,

the considered configuration of

fuel and cladding factors will be

examined in the following.

11.2 Nominal temperature profile

11.2.1 Axial temperature profile

At a given radius r, the inner temperature Vf of the fuel at height

z is given by the sum of the following terms:

ffr (z ) = Vi + 6 ~ (z) + 6~ _ c 1 (z) + 6lfc1- t ( z) + 6;rc1- f ( Z ) + 6 3"f_r ( Z ) ,

that Ls , by the sum of the inlet coolant temperature (~.), the coolant
~

temperature increase between inlet and height Z (6!J), and the temperature
c

drops across the interface cladding-coolant (L'.~l)' the claddingc-c
thickness (6 ~cl-t)' the gap fuel-cladding (6 ~l- f) and fuel radius

(6~f_r) •

Assuming the origin of the axis z at core center, and a cosine dis

tribution for the specific power X delivered by a fuel pin:

I(z) =X cos (2: z },
max lex

(8)
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we get for t>;J. (z) the following expression:
c

J
I 1

t>::J (z) x' z dz Xmax ex sin (Ir 1) . ( 'Ir z)= - -- +Sln -_.
c

1 c . G 'iTc G 211
P P ex ex

2

where 1 = active length of a pin

1 = extrapolation length
ex

c = coolant specific heat, assumed independent of
p

temperature

G = coolant mass flow rate, assumed constant along 1

x' = specific power delivered in the channel from

the considered pin and the adjacent ones

(X'.: 3 X-, Fig. 1).

(10)
2 . ('U 1 )s i.n 2 -l-

ex

as:
. ('ir 1) . (11 )Sln 2 -1- + Sln -1- z

ex ex

Indicating with t>~ the total temperature span along a channel, the
c

Eq. (9) can be written

.lf. + t> 11"
l C

Explicite notation of the other terms inEq. (7) results in:

. (V 1) . (~ z)Sln - -- +Sln --
21 1 +X ( 1ex ex

max tr h ~ d
. (~ 1 ) c~-c 02 Sln - --

2 1. ex

+

+
2 t i 1

+'lYh d + 4111: ) cos
lIk (d.+d) I f-cl i 'f

cl 1. 0

(11)

where d., d
]. 0

t

= inner and outer cladding diameter respectively

= cladding thickness (t « (d.+d )/2)
l 0

= heat transfer coefficient cladding-coolant, and

fuel-cladding respectively
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kel,K f = thermal eonductivity of eladding and fuel

respectively

)

1ndicating with 6~f d the total temperature drop between fuel- ,max
and cool~nt at height z = 0, where it is maximum, and introducing

the functions f (z) ~ 1 and f(z) ~ 1 in order not to restriet thec
analysis to the considered eosine power distribution, the Eq. (11)

can be written as:

~f(Z) = i). + 6iJ f (z) + MiY
f

d f (z),
l C C - ,max p

where
f (z)dz

p
(l2b)

Eliminating the terms 6~ 1 f and 6~f in Eq. (7), the inner cladding
c - -r

temperature will be given analogously by:

In the case of a sodium cooled reactor such as Na-2 [-11_7, ~f(z)

assumes its maximum value at a point only slightly above the core

central plane'~cl(z) at core top.

11.2.2 Radial temperature profile

The radial temperature profile in the core is determined by the

radial flux profile, and the radial distribution of fissile materials

and flow rate. In the Na-2 reactor, for instance, there are two radial

zones of different fuel enriehment in order to flattenthe power

profile, and the flow rate is distributed among the several sub

assemblies in such a way that the coolant temperature span in the

nominally hottest channels within a subassembly is the same for all

subassemblies [-11_7 in order to obtain a better efficieney. This
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provokes a discontinuous radial temperature profile. Other causes

of discontinuity in radial, as weIl as in azimuthai direction, arise

generally from different burn-up zones.

1nstead of giving an exp1icit function for the radial - or azimuthai 

profile, we shall take it into account, in the following analysis, by

defining, for each subassembly individually,the maximum fuel and

cladding temperatures and the power profile. In order to simplify

the analysis it will be assumed as in Ref. f-I_7 that the power

profile within a subassembly is approximately linear, and the plns are

uniformly distributed along the radial direction.

According to these assumptions, the power radial profile in a subassembly

is completely characterized by the parameter H:

H = max. power - average power
max. power

(14)

where the terms "maximum" and "average" are to refer to the pins in

the considered subassembly.

11.3 Analysis of the uncertainties

The uncertainties affecting the parameters, by which the temperature

profile is determined, should be divided into the following groups,

according to their nature, as discussed in Ref. f-l_7:

Local uncertainties, which are random functions along the channel

axis: these uncertainties should be defined by their "specific

standard deviations";

Channel (or pin) uncertainties, which do not vary along a channel

(or pin), but among the several channels (or pins) within

a subass~mbly.

Subassembly uncertainties, which aet on all channels within a sub

assembly in the same way, but vary in an independent way

among different subassemblies;
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Zone uncertainties, which act on a who1e zone, that is on a who1e

group of subassemb1ies;

Core uncertainties,which act on the who1e core.

The main causes of uncertainties to be eonsidered at beginning of

reaetor operation for a sodium eoo1ed reaetor are reported in

Table 1. It ought to be noted that in this tab1e the uneertainties

on the critieal temperatures, whieh must not be exceeded, appear

as uneertainties on core temperatures.

This proeedure is allowable in our analysis, beeause we want to assure

tha t a certain temperature ~ does not exceed the value ~ . t' thaterl.
is

Now the Eq. (15) is statistieally sati_sfied, at the eonfidence level

assoeiated with the parame t e r ), (see Table 2), if the nominal va1ue

,0,~ satisfies the equation:

,0,f} = 0- . t -fr :;:: :l <0'
erl. t/o-

with

(J'2 2 2
= IJVc r i t + (){1

,0,1j

(16)

From Eqs. (16) and (17), we have:

- - V2 2;r .t?: J + A G:e>- • t + G-:cr ,crl.uerl. v

that is, the same equation, we shou1d get, if the uneertainty on

~ . t were eonsidered as a further uneertainty on .J.
erl.
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Gauses of Uncertainties in Gore Thermal Design

r-l :>,
(1) r-leo +> ,;:: r-l .D

+> ,;:: 0 ,;:: r-l (1) E
r-l 0 ·rl P< al al s::: (1) (1) (1)

Uncertainties (1) P< 'ö CI) ..t:l o ,;:: l/.l ,;:: h;:s CI) 'ö 0 0 al l/.l 0 0
~ al +> H ..t:l al N 0+> r-l 0 +> 0 .D

0 0 ::r: 0 ;:s
::r: ::r: CI)

•

density s
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1)
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s I
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cladding inner diam. s
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I
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cladding thickness * * (Jt °t J

density asymmetry s
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s

* * D e

pin pitch *
s

* * (J 0pp

pin active length * * * °i
orifice calibration 3{ * 3{ 6f

neutron flux
2) s

~r
6" 6ß1c* * 3{

e-~a Pcr

power measurement * * * O--p,..

inlet temperature * * * ():.
1

clad critical tempo * ~l

s 3) ()
4)

fuel melting point * 6"m "I m ,
fuel thermal eonducL s I
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I

..... 1 ...... ..J .. 1.-. .....__ ...... 1 .......... -....J, ........ +. S
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specific lleat I
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1)
Different production batches

2) s 6:< G'-: axial, radial, control rod posi ti o'n and flux~?' a ' G""'?"r' '1er' fJc = I.
calculation respectively.

3) Local effeets due to chemical composition ,gap etc. I
4) I

Uncertainties in physical knowledge I

I
I._----
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Normal Distribution

Fig. 3

Confidenee level Exeeeding probability
Q(x) =

P(x)=P(x~m+)..o- ) I-p(x)=P(x~m+AO') A

(%) (%)

84.13 15.87 1.0

93.32 6.68 1.5

97.72 2.28 2.0

99.38 0.62 2.5

99.86 -11. 4·10 3.0

99.977
-2

3·52.3·10

99.997 3.2.10-3 4.0

Asalready noted, for the loeal uncertainties it is necessary to take

into aeeount all the spots of a pin, while for the global uneertainties

only the spots at maximum nominal temperature are relevant. In opposition

to previous methods of analysis, (see for instanee Ref. 3) it is

neeessary then to eonsider their effeets separately, as it will be

shown in the following.

11.4 Effeets of the loeal uneertainties

11.4.1 Axial subdivision of a ehannel

Let us divide the ehannel axis into a number of segments, eaeh one of

length 1 (Fig. 3) and eonsider
s

for the moment only the loeal un-

eertainties. Along a spot length

we assurne the fuel, eladding and

eoolant temperatures and the un

eertainties as constant. The values,

whieh the local uncertainties assume

in spot i, are independent from the

values assumed in the other spots.

The uncertainties on the fuel(eladding)

temperature in the spot i depend upon

the uncertainties on the eoolant
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temperature rise ~~ up to the spot i-l, the uncertainties on the coolant

temperature rise ~~2 in the spot i, and on the uncertainties on the

temperature difference fuel (cladding)-coolant ~~3 in the spot i.

Now the uncertainties on ~~1 are independent of the uncertainties

on 6~2 and ~~3' but the uncertainties on ~~2 are partially correlated

to those on 6~3: they are both partially due to the same uncertainties

on the power delivered from the spot i into the coolant. But if 1 «1,
s

the temperature rise along a spot length is small so/that the corres-

ponding uncertainties give a negligible eontribution to the total

uneertainty. Therefore we can negleet this eorrelation and eonsider

the total loeal uncertainty on ~f(z.) (iYl(z.») as due to two in-
1 e 1

de~endent uneertainties, namely to ~~ (zi) and ~~f-d (zi)

(~~~ (zi))' standard deviation of tge eoolant temperature rise at
cl-d

height z., and standard deviation of the temperature differenee fuel
1

(cladding)-coolant at height zi respeetively, while the upper index

"1" indicates that they take into aecount the loeal uneertainty only.

11.4.2 Standard deviation of the eoolant temperature

In the evaluation of ~~~c(zi) the aetual channel arrangement should

be taken into aceount. Therefore we separate the analysis for the

fuel and the cladding, sinee different ehannel arrangements were eon

sidered. Extension to other channel arrangements can be easily derived ,

from the very general eriteria upon whieh the following analysis is

based.

The temperature of the eoolant depends upon the power delivered into

the eonsidered ehannel by all adjaeent pins. Every uncertainty might

assume different values in eaeh pin; therefore, it is neeessary to

ealeulate the iispeeific standard deviation of the average value of

the uneertainty"i" in the eonsidered ehannel arrangement; this un

certainty will be indieated as &~,eh, and is the basis of the further
:1.

eiüeulations.

We shall now explain the general criteria of ealeulation of o~,Ch,

and show explieitily on example. Further details will be given in

the third part of this report, presenting the numerical calculations

for the reaetor Na-2.
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a) Channel arrangement (Fig. 1) for fuel hot spot

The main loeal uneertainties to eonsider are, from Table 1, those

on density Gf ' enriehment ~:' eecentrieity ~: and axial flux ~:.

Among these, ~:'~:' ~a are to eonsider both for the eentral eonsidered

pin as for the adjaeent ones (Fig. 1); while ~B only for the adjaeent
e

pins, beeause it does not affeet the total power delivered from the

eentral pin into the ehannel. ~s eould provoke that a fraetion of
e

power larger than the nominal one (1/3) is delivered from the ad-

jacent pins into the eonsidered ehannel.

Let us ealeulate s,eh that J.·s th t . t th d "tQ5' e average uneer aJ.n y on e ensJ. y

in a ehannel seetion.

From the original uneertainty 0; we ean ca Lcu La te the eorresponding,
relative uneertainty on eoolant temperature inerease ~s • (For instance

if ~s = 2 % is ~:'= 0.02, beeause the relation between density and

power is linear. Otherwise the aetual relation must be taken into

aeeount).

Now the eentral pin contributes to the power delivered into the ehannel

with its whole seetion and for 1/3 of the total power, while the

6 adjaeent pins eaeh one with 1/3 of their seetions and therefore for

1/9 of the total power: the average effeet is then:

<J::s,eh
Z;

(18)

s'
where f3'~S takes into aceount the smaller seetion of the adjaeent

pins whieh eontributes to the total power, and therefore a larger un

eertainty, sinee ~s was defined for the whole seetion i-see item 1.5_7.

1t is to note, that in this way also the "density asymmetry" is taken

into aeeount, therefore it is not eonsidered any further in the eoo1ant

temperature analysis (see Table 1).

The same results in Eq. (18) eould be direetly obtained eonsidering

that the overall volume cf fuel to be eonsidered is 3 times the vo1ume

of a pin, for whieh the speeifie standard deviation was defined.
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b) Channel arrangement (Fig. 2) for eladding hot spot

The parameters to consider are the same as at the point a), but

now eaeh one with equal weight (1/3): for instanee, for the density

we get:

6f;S,Ch ; J3 (18b)

beeause now for eaeh pin only 1/6 of its volume is eonsidered.

Having ealculated the individual ~~,eh , the total relative speeific

standard deviation is then:

at height Zj the nominal eoolant temperature rise is by Eq. (12)

or (13):

Mi (z.) = 6fJ·f (z.)
e 1 e e 1

and the eorresponding standard deviation:

6's, eh
6{1 f (z.)

c e 1

since the loeal uneertainties should be Haveraged" over a length

1/2 + zi (see Eq. 6).

In Eq. (21)a eorreetion faetor slightly iarger than 1 was negleeted:

this faetor, whieh was ealeulated by Gu~ron, takes into aceount that,

performing the average along the eonsidered length, the effeets of the

uneertainties should be weighed according to the axial power profile

l-3, Appendix c_7.

11.4.3 Standard deviation of the loeal temperature 4~~

The nominal value of the temperature drops 6~ d (where j indieates
J-

fuel or eladding) at height Zj is [Eqs. (2) or (13)]:

6'iJ. d(z.) = 611 ·f (z.)
J- 1 j-d,max P 1
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Correspondingly, we obtain for ~l
!1'iJ. dJ-

(3""1 (z.) _6':'1 f (z.)
!1~j-d ~ - !1~j-d,max p ~

The loeal uneertainties to be eonsidered are shown in Table 1 for fuel

and eladding respeetively. Contrary to eoolant analysis, only the loeal

value aeting on the spot at height z. must be taken into aeeount,
~

while the other spots have no influenee upon !1~_d.

s
From the original uneertainty ~i' for every parameter i, the eorresponding

effeet on the total maximum temperature drop (~~ A~' d ) should be
~,u1JJ- ,max

calculated: in this ease also, the different pin seetions, eonsidered

for fuel and eladding analysis respeetively, should be taken into

aeeount. (Details on the evaluation of this standard deviation for

every parameter are given in the numerieal example for the Na-2 reaetor,

in the third part of the report.) 1t is useful to express o~ A~' d
~,u'llJ~ ,max

in the dimension of a temperature, rather than as a relative value,

sinee only the uneertainties on the speeifie power aet on the whole

!1~. d' whereas the other ones aet only on individual terms of the sum
J-

in Eq. (7).

Then the overall uneertainty of the maximum temperature drop for a

spot of unit length is:

2
= L: ( (J~ A cy )

1, ~,uv. dJ- ,max

and for a spot of length 1 we obtain by Eqs. (6), (13) and (24) at
s

height z. :
~

1
0A A-- (z.) =

u'//. d ~
J-

f (z.)
p ~

11.4.4 Eguivalent number of spots

Having ealeulated the standard deviation of the eoolant temperature

and of the temperature drops f-Eqs. (21) and (25)_7 , we ean give
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now the general expression for the nominal value and the standard

deviation of the fuel (or eladding) temperature in the spots

at height z. :
1.

v:. (z.) = :u. + t:, 'J
J]. 1. e f (Zj) + Mi. d f (Zt)

e J- ,max P

1 2
[G"'e;-. (z.)]

vJ ].
1/2 + z.

].

2 2
t:,':t f(z.) +

e C 1

2
«)~ q--. d )

u'VJ- ,max
+ 1

.J-
S

where j indicates fuel or eladding, the upper index "1'1 that this

standard deviation takes into aecount the loeal uneertainties only,

and the last term takes into aeecunt the loeal uneertainty on

eritieal temperature, whieh does not depend upon the axial power.

In Eq. (27) the deperidenee of the standard deviation of the loeal

temperature upon the assumed length of the spot becomes evident.

On the other hand, exeluding the term corresponding to the temperature
1 '

drop t:,V
j

_
d,

and substituting zi = + 2 ' Eq. (27) gives the standard

deviation of the coolant outlet temperature as well,which elearly

does not depend upon the assumed spot length. This demonstrates

unambigously that the hot ehannel faetors are independent of the

spot size; moreover the hot channel analysis results to be only a

particular ease of the hot spot analysis.

The probability that no spot along the ehannel axis exeeeds a

eertain tempera ture it is gi ven by*):
x

*)Note: the temperature uneertainties are assumed to be independent
among the several spots of a pin. This is exaet only for the
loeal temperature drops. Sinee the uncertainty on the temperature
rise is generally mueh smaller than those on t:,~'_d' we can - con
servatively t-l_7 - assume the Eq. (28) to be v~l].d.
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where:

p(~ )
x

1/1
s

= 11
i=1

n .
sJ

f; - {j.(z.)
p( x J l.) =

8't..(z. )
J l.

probability that a spot at height z.
l.

does not exceed the temperature ~x

n . = number of spots at height z. (according to our
sJ l.

assumptions (Fig. 1 and 2), n = 1 in fuel analysis,
e

n s = 3 in cladding analysis respectively)

1/1 = number of segments in the assumed axial subdivisions
I_·-Fig. 3 I....- .

The probability distribution (28) should be added with those of the

"global" uncertainties in order to obtain the overall maximum temperature

distribution. In order to simplify this procedure, we shall substitute

the actual number of spots in a channel with an " e quivalent number of

spots", L'-13, 14_7 all at the same reference temperature i1 0 and
rJ

with the same standard deviation ~ o.
rJ

According to L'-14_7 an equivalent number of spots (Neq) has the same
sp

probability of exceeding the temperature ir- as the actual distributionx
(28) if the following equation holds:

1/1
s

l:
i=l L

- r-l(zo)}
p( t J l.)n . log ()

sJ ()fr;j zi

As indicated in Eq. (29), Neq is a function of the chosen reference
sp.;

tempera ture (:;r .) and standard deviation (0 .) besides the tempera ture
rJ, . rJ

~ , at which the equivalence is evaluated. Since for the global unx
certainties it is necessary to take into ac count only the spots at

the nominal maximum temperature ~'M along the channel axis, it is
J -

physically appropria te to assume 'F:. . = i'
M

= 21. (zM)' indica ting wi th
rJ J J

zM the abscissa of the maximum.
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1 eq
Assuming () . = OO'Y',(zM)' the funetion N .(-rx), ealeulated in

rJ vJ sP-J
the ease of the reactor Na-2, has the qualitative behaviour indieated

in Fig. 4: both for eladding as for fuel, Neq is not eonstant with vx,
sp

as it would be neeessary, in order

~ -
NSt, (iJ. )k-="'=--------+---

I 11-1

to apply a simple proeedure in the

further ealeulations.

Therefore we per form the following

pessimization:

We assume for 0 . that value,
rJ

evaluated for sueeessive approximations

dotted

~M
Fig. 4

Q: +4.50':
'2IjM 'rl

Equivalent number of spots

(see Part

Neq . (.rx)
sP-J

within an

practical

11), whieh provokes

is always less than

interval (frx - ffj M)

relevance (4.5~) -

that
eq -

N .({J·M)
sP-J J

of

line in Fig. 4 -; then we assume Neq .(rx) as eonstant and equal to
SP-Jeq -

N . ( it
M

) •
SP-J J

Summarizing the previous eonsiderations, we eonsider the effeets of

the loeal uneertainties, as due to a system of Ne q . spots, eaeh
SP-J

one at the same temperature VjM and the same standard deviation ~rj;

these parameters being defined as following:

Neq .=eonst.=
sP-J

1/1s
L:

i=1 8 ~M .-;J:(z.) 0
10 P ( J] J 1)n. g

s j G"'q-.(z.)
v J 1

~jM = ~ (ZM) = maximum nominal temperature along a pin

= reference standard deviation for whieh the function

given by (29) results to be:

< Neq . <i1· M, fr,M' 6"".) if ~'M<~x<'tM + 4.5&".
SP-J J J rJ J J rJ

::N
e q

'(;}"M'V'M'u.) ifh ;;:fJ.
J
' M + 4.5 (J".

sp- J J J r J r J
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s
neglecting in Eq. 27 ~~

11 cri t
power at constant flow rate,

From Eq , (3~) it can be noted that (~.M - ff.(z.)) and <>;. (z.) -
, J J 1 v1 1

- being proportional to the specific

Ne q . is the same for all pins within
sP-J

a subassembly.

In the case 0 f Na-2, 0 1 resul ts to be a li t tle larger than
r-c

~Cl(zM) and ~rf a little smaller thanQif(zM): this can be explained,

observing that in the case of the cladding the nominal temperature

is maximum in the point at which the standard deviation is minimum

(namely at the top of the core and

cos (l~ z) neglecting the coolant

th ex 1 t' .e nom1na tempera ure 1S maX1mum

because 0 is proportional to

uncertainty) whereas for the fuel

almost at the same point at which

the standard deviation is maximum. Moreover the small difference between

~~.(zM) and Q . - resulted from the calculation - indicates that the
7/J rJ

pessimization introduced by Eq. (31) is very small.

11.5 Reduction of the uncertainties distributions to an overall

normal distribution

Now we are able to apply a procedure similar to that indicated in

Ref. ~-1_7, in order to reduce the actual distribution of the un

certainties to a simple normal distribution. The procedure is identical

for cladding and fuel hot spot (therefore we shall omit for simplicity

the previously introduced index "j"); it can be applied to the hot

channel as well considering simply that. in this case Ne q = 1.
sp

A core must be divided into a number N of zones: a zone (which will
z

be indicated with the index "i") is a group of subassemblies, for

which the power, the flow rate and the uncertainties are constant.

Therefore for a cylindrical geometry a zone is a certain set cf sub

assemblies, not necessarily contiguous, at the same radius, for which

the burn-up and the construction data are the same.

-j
For each zone, the maximum nominal temperature ~MS in a subassembly

and the power gradient Hi (Eq. 14) must be assigned.

Let us now consider one of the channel arrangements in a subassembly

of the zone "i", in which the maximum nominal temperature }~S oc curs ,
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For this channel we can give a graphical representation of the un

certainties as indicated in Fig. 5a

-~

o J G;.

4
a)

0, UCh
Nse~

r

-~ hilft (N:; ) ö r
b)

~I IJmsFJ~p I- J\'I'I S t' '::

0, ()'h
6'sr "'- h<r ( rvs~) 0r'

M'\sp

,. V~h~ +

c)

Fig. 5 Reduction scheme: equivalent channel distribution

This scheme indicates that the same uncertainty ~h acts on all the spots

of a channel (Fig. 5a and 5b). 6'ch mus t be evaluated as the statistical

sum of all "channel"uncertainties (see Table 1), calculated from the

original standard deviation in Table 1 in the dimension of a temperature
-i

in the point where the maximum temperature V
Ms

occurs (for simplicity

of notation, we shall omit the superscript "i" to all uncertainties

distributions in Fig. 5 and successive).

According to Ref. 1, the ~eduction procedure substitutes the dis

tribution of the probability that at least one out of the Neq spotssp
exceeds a certain deviation - that is the distribution of the maximum

value in Neq samples - with a more pessimistic normal distribution, de-
sp ()

termined by the coefficients hm(N) and h (N) (Fig. 5b). These coeffi-

cients, which were represented graphically in Ref. 1, are explicitily

given, with a least square fit, by the following functions:
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- 0.81888 loglON
= 1.70694 + 0.54372 log N - 1.70169 e

10

and, pessimizing up to 4~ confidence level,

As in Fig. 5 c, a normal distribution is then evaluated, equivalent

to the "local" and "channel" uncertainties.

Let us now consider a subassernbly in the zone "i". Similar to the

channel we can give a graphical representation of a subassembly and

its uncertainties in Fig. 6. In this figure, Nc indicates the number

of channels, and 0_ the "subassembly" uncertain ty evalua ted from the
e»

original s u.b.assembly uncertainties in Table 1. The channels have been

assumed uniformly distributed along the subassembly radius (see

item 11.2.2).

f

/(p0"" e..,.

I
f~oFe..)

Ne.

.
-"
.~M!>

o J <>s

Fig. 6

~
M\ ~, t1'I:~ + ~IY<I (N:'t) ()*

-m tll 6":e~ ~
GI,

~.s~ + [~"{N<-€~)
5) s

<5"s~ <S"'",] 2.::::.
Gh

Reduction scheme: equivalent subassembly distribution
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The nominal flow rate being constant among the several channels in a

subassembly, the temperature gradient will be equal to the power gradient

H. •
~

The nominal maximum of the axial temperature profile can be con

sequently expressed as:

i i
wi th -H ::: h.:. +H and if. = inlet coolant temperature.

~

Taking into account that between hand h + ~h there is a number of
Ne

channels equal to--r ~h, and that now the maximum temperature along
2H d r-;-' eq-i al...o'_.L {~i eo-i,a pin is distributed with standar deviation eh - U U~ \vMs + mc h I

(Figs. 5 and 6), we can define an equivalent number of channels

analogously to item 11.4.4 - as:

log 0.5

In Eq. 35 an integration has been substituted to the summation in
- i eq-iEq. 30; and as reference temperature it has been assumed~Ms+ mc h •

Furthermore, a reference standard deviation G~h is evaluated in such

a way, that conditions corresponding to Eq. (31) are satisfied.

As indicated in Fig. 6, it is then possible to evaluate the equivalent

subassembly distribution (me q, Qeq).
s s

Taking into account the number (Ni) of subassemblies in the zone "i"
s

and that all subassemblies in a.zone have the same nominal maximum

temperature, with the reduction procedure illustrated in Fig. 7,

we can evaluate the.equivalent zone distribution (m:q, ~:q). In

Fig. 7 0 is the total standard deviation of the zone
z
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•
I.

~
. I"'.~

0 , <3"'2
,----~

.
_I,.

b-{ ..~ ,,,"t-
"'-1 ~ 'MI ; u

M'z =Ml s +,h (Ns ) ()j-l

ozUl =V~/. i- ~cr (N/) USe~]-r

Fig. 7 Reduction scheme: equivalent zone distribution

uncertainties evaluated from the original uncertainties in Table 1.

Considering now the N zones in a core, with a total standard deviation
z

ß"' of the core uncertainties evaluated from the original uncertainties
c

in Table 1 for the maximum temperature in the core:

we can (as indicated in Fig. 8) evaluate the core distribution

(m:~ ();q), which is e qu i valent to all uncertainty d i s t i-Lbu t.Lone

and takes into account the axial andradial temperature profile as

weIl as the actual correlations existing among the temperatures of

the individual spots and channels of the core.
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trMS ~-l t/t-l-,..;....=.
M\z J 0;.

0 , ~c. -
1--

1--
Nz.

1--

~

~_I\'n_~_q_J_~_e~_r-
+- h

lll
( N2~ I (j":z*
i )

Fig. 8 Reduetion seheme: equivalent eore distribution

In Fig. 8, an equivalent number of zones is defined aeeording to

item IV.4.4 as:

N
z

L; log

i=l

, es- ea-h( r~-i ea-i \ -,

L
7J +.m.. • nl.~ +m - )Jp( Me z -. Ms z

eq-1
()z

log 0.5
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11.6 Hot spot factors

H 1 1 · (me q eq)aving ca culated the equiva ent core dJ.stribution c' 6'c .. , we

can now evaluate the probability that no spot - of the assumed

size - exceeds a certain temperature

this probability, indicated as confidence level, is given by p(~)

(see Table 2).

The corresponding hot spot factors by Eqs. (1), (2) and (38) are

given then by:

Fhs(conf.level) = 1 +
me q + A(t'eq

c c

lIMc - ~i

Even if it is not explicitly expressed in Eq. (39), F
h s

is strictly

correlated to the size assumed for the spot. In the third part of

the report, application of the method to the reactor Na-2 will show

the influence of the spot size on the factors.

The complement of the confidence level is the occurrence probability

of at least one hot spot - of the assumed size - in the core. 1t

expresses an overall failure probability, but gives no indication

on the way of failure, other than that of the size of the spot:

for instance, no indication is given on the number of expected failed

pins. A better quantitative figure of safety can be obtained as in

dicated in the next item.

11. 7Probabili ty of nIlhot subassemblies l l

As al ready indicated in hot channel analysis {-2_7, rather than to

evaluate the expected number of failed pins because of hot spot

occurrences, the analysis can be simplified, assessing the in~

dividual probabilities that in exactly one or in exactly two or

in exactly n subassemblies hot spots occur. This corresponds also

to a practical necessity: in fact, if one or more pins in a subassembly
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temperature, the affected sub-

assembly must be removed as a whole. In order to simplify the

notation we shall indicate as "hot subassembly", a subassembly

in which at least one hot spot occurs. An exact solution of the

problem will be given for the case of a core constituted of all

equal subassemblies (that is N = 1). In this case the schematicz
representation of the problem is presented in Fig. 9. There is

11M<1
~~~~~

Fig. 9 Simplified model for assessing the number of hot subassemblies

only one global uncertainty ~, this time including also the zone
c

uncertainties, which acts in the same way on all N subassemblies
s

in a core, each one with the equivalent distribution (m
e q,

~eq)
s s

calculated as in Fig. 6.

The probability function Qnhs(~) that in exactly n subassemblies a

deviation 1 is exceeded by the temperature of at least one spot

is then given by:

where

'1
nh

.<"' l =r:(y) Cs) [pO_yts-n
['1(hl] n dy

-00

(40)

is the frequency function of the global distribution

(O,());
c
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is the probability that the deviation ~-y will

be exceeded in n subassemblies, if the global

uncertainty is equal YI:+~herefore x + y ~ ~ •

Q(~-y) = 1 - p(~-y) = p(x)dx, with p(x) the
f-y

frequency function of the subassembly distribution

(me q (Jeq).
s ' s '

is the probability that the deviation ~-y in the

other N -n subassemblies will not be exceeded;
s

the number of the corresponding possible com

binations (Binomial coefficient).

In the case of a core with more zones, it is possible to reduce the

actual scheme to a more pessimistic one, assuming all the subassemblies

equal to the most limiting ones and evaluating a pessimizing global

distribution for the core and subassembly uncertainties, as it will

be indicated in the code description. Then assuming conservatively

that the ratios of the probabilities of n hot subassemblies to the total

hot spot probability are the same as in the actual model, a conservative

estimation of these probabilities can be derived.
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Second Part

SH~SPA: a code for Statistical HOt SPot Analysis

111. Pro gram description

111.1 Scope

SH0SPA is a Fortran-IV code for IBM 360 system, which, operating on

the presented analysis method, evaluates the hot spot factors for

fuel and cladding as weIl as the hot channel factor as a function of

the confidence level. Moreover, it evaluates the probability of

"n hot subassemblies" according to item 11.7.

The code has been developed with emphasis on sodium cooled fast

reactors, but is applicable to any type cf reactor constituted of

bundled fuel rods with single phase coolant.

In order not to restrict application of the code to our assumptions

on the spot size (item 11.1) and to the thannel arrangements assumed

in Fig. 1 and 2, the calculations of the individual standard deviations

from the original uncertainties are not incorporated in the program,

since the relations between original uncertainty and corresponding

temperature deviations are not in general the same among different

reactor types. Therefore some preliminary calculations must be per

formed in order to assign the input data into the program (see Part 111).

Moreover in order not to restrict the code to eosine axial power dis

tribution, the functions fez) and f (z) (Eq. 12) are not defined in
p c

the program, but they must be supplied by the user according to the

actual axial profile as separate function subroutines. In the first

part of the report, only statistical uncertainties were taken into

account: actually, together with statistical deviations, quite

systematic causes might provoke that the temperature of some core

components deviates from its nominal value: the program allows to take
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into account such systematic deviations, as will be shown in the

following.

111.2 Code structure

The code is constituted of a main program and several subroutines,

according to the interconnection scheme in Fig. 10.

SH~SPA

(MA1N)

1

I
I
I

EJ
--~_ ·

PV,0NX

I

1-_-----

CHANEQ

I

I r----J
,I I

~

I

I
I

_Jrr r:

I

I
I

I

I
-.4

I I I
I I I l- - - ----_-__-_-_-_-_- - - - - tr - - - - - - - -, I r r

_ _1 ~ ~ _ _ _ _~ : '_

I KS:0REJ __ ~JSTFACT I---l=j

I

I

t- -- -/ - I --,
I r-I - -- - - ---4-"t"-

GJ0

r

8
IIGR0~:,j

Fig. 10 Routine interconnections

All routines are listed in the following together with their

principal functional characteristics:

SH~SPA = Main program. 1t is principally a routine controlling

input, output and sequence of operations. 1t performs

however some simple calculation, such as grouping of

local uncertainties and selecting the reference temperatures.



TMAXZ =

GR~UP =

STFACT =

=

CHANEQ =

=

PV~NX =

KST~RE =

PL~TA =

niRHAL =
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Subroutine. It performs the axial subdivision of the

channel into segments corresponding to the chosen spot

length, evaluates the maximum temperature of the axial

profile and the corresponding abscissa.

Subroutine for reading, printing and grouping the global

uncertainties.

Subroutine for evaluation of the statistical factors and

probabili ty of n "hot eubas s emb Lde-a" (Q h ).
n s

Subroutine for evaluation of the equivalent number of

spots.

Subroutine for evaluation of the equivalent number of

channels.

Subroutine controlling integration in evaluation of

Qnhs

Function to be integrated in evaluation of Q h •n s

Subroutine for storing of an alphanumeric text.

Subroutine controlling plot of curves:standard IBM/360

Assembler subroutine in the program library of Kernforschungs

zentrum Karlsruhe i-15_7

Subroutine for function integration: standard Fortran-IV

subroutine in the program library of Kernforschungszentrum

Karlsruhe i-16_7

FP

FC

=

=

Function,to be supplied by user, describing the axial

power profile.

Function, to be supplied by user, describing the axial

temperature profile of the coolant.
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111.3 Input cards

The input cards can be divided into four blocks, according to

Fig. 11.

1. General Data

2. Zone Data (to be repeated N times)z

2.1 Zone Characteristics

2.2 Zone Uncertainties

2.3 Subassembly Uncertainties

2.4 Channel Uncertainties

2.5 Local Uncertainties

3. Core Uncertainties

4. Program Control

Fig. 11 Input card blocks

111.3.1 Block 1 - General Data

This block is constituted of the three following cards:

The first card - FORMAT (20A4) - is an identification card, con

taining a free comment, which will be printed by the program as

output headline.

The second card - FORMAT (1015) - contains in the order:

NZ

NS

NP

=

=

=

number of zones, into which the core has been divided

(1 • NZ • 150)

total number of subassemblies in the core

number of channel arrangements in a subassembly con-

sidered in fuel hot spot analysis



NC

NCL

=

=
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number of ehannel arrangements in a subassembly eon

sidered in hot ehannel analysis

number of ehannel arrangements in a subassembly eon

sidered in eladding hot spot analysis

NSPF =

NSPC =

ITFCR =

ITCLCR =

ITCCR =

number of spots assumed for the fuel at a given abseissa

number of spots assumed for the eladding at a given abseissa

eritieal fuel temperature (oC)

eritieal eladding temperature (oC)

eritieal eoolant temperature (oC)

The third eard -FORMAT (8 F 10.4) - eontains in the order:

XL =

XLEX =

XLSPF =

XLSPC =

TI =

DTC =

DTCL =

DTF =

aetive length (ern)

extrapolation length (ern)

assumed fuel spot length (ern)

assumed eladding spot length' (ern)

nominal eoolant inlet temperature (oC)

nominal maximum eoolant temperature span in

the eore (oC)

nominal maximum temperature drop inner e1adding

eoo1ant in the eore (oC)

nominal maximum temperature drop eentral fuel-eoolant

in the eore (oC)

* Note: the ratios XL/XLSPF and XL/XLSPC must be integer, sinee the
aetive length should be divided into an integer number of segments
(see item 11.4.1).
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111.3.2 Block 2 - Zone Data

This block must be repeated N times and is constituted of 5 subz
blocks, which must be assigned in the following order (Fig. 11):

a) Subblock 2.1 - Zone characteristics

This subblock is constituted of one card - FORMAT (2 15,5F10.5) 

containing in the order:

KZ = subscript ideritifying the zo.ne , 1 ~KZ ~NZ.

The zone blocks must be ordered according to increasing

KZ.

NSZ = number of subassemblies in the zone KZ. All subassemblies

in a zone have the same temperature and uncertainties.

HP = ratio of nominal maximum of power profile in a sub-

assembly of the zone KZ to nominal maximum in the core

(HP ~ U

HC = ratio of nominal maximum coolant temperature span in the

zone KZ to nominal maximum in the core (HP ~ 1)

H = power profile in a subassembly of the zone KZ, corres-

ponding to Eq , (14), item 11.2.2 (H ~ 0)

(The factors HP, HC, Hand the temperatures TI, DTC,

DTCL, DTF define completely the radial temperature pro

file)

FSYSP = factor by which the power in the zone KZ must be multi

plied in order to take into account systematic deviations

from nominal.

FSYSC = factor by which the coolant temperature span in the

zone KZ must be multiplied in order to take into ac count

systematic deviations from nominal.

(The statistical analysis is performed starting from

nominal temperatures, recalculated taking into account

FSYSP and FSYSC).
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b) ßubblock 2.2 - Zone uncertainties

The first card of this block - FORMAT (615) - contains informations

on the number of the following cards in the subblock, and namely

in the order:

KZ

NI

NIl

Nl2

N13

N14

=

=

=

=

=

=

zone subscript.

total number of following cards in the subblock;

every following card containing informations on only one

uricertäirity, NI is äIsöthe I1tiiriber öf uncertäirities be

longing to this group. NI ~ O.

number of uncertainties affecting the power. The temperatur.

uncertainty is proportional to the whole temperature dif

ference between considered point and coolant inlet: these

uncertainties roust be assigned as relative value.

NIl ~ O.

number of uncertainties affecting only the coolant

temperature increase. The temperature uncertainty is

proportional to the temperature span of the coolant up

to the considered point: these uncertainties must be

assigned as relative value.

N12 ~ O.

number of uncertainties affecting only the temperature

drops fuel (cladding)-coolant at a given abscissa~ these

uncertainties must be assigned in the dimension cf a

temperature (oc).

Nl3 ~ O.

number of uncertainties on fixed temperatures - such as

fuel melting point, cladding critical temperature etc.:

these uncertainties must be assigned in the dimension

of a temperature (oC). Nl4 ~ O.

(The following relation must be satisfied:

NIl + Nl2 + Nl3 t Nl4 = NI.)
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The successive Nll cards contain the power uncertainties according

to FORMAT in Table 3 and to the specifications S.l.

Table 3 Card for global uncertainties

'FORMAT 13 13 13 lX lOA4 F1O.5 F1O.5 F1O.5

VARIABLE .. KK K ... Kl : KOMM SF SCL SC

IKK = KZ = züne subscript

K = 2, indicating a "zone" uncertainty

Kl = 1, indicating a "power" uncertainty

KOMM = free comment for identification of the original

uncertainty (printed by the program).

SFS.l = standard deviation of the corresponding power

uncertaintY,expressed as relative value,for fuel

hot spot

SCL = standard deviation of the corresponding power un-

certaintYJexpressed as relative valueJfor cladding

hot spot

SC = standard deviation ·of the corresponding power un

certaintY,expressed as relative value, for hot

channel.

The successive N12 cards contain the coolant temperature uncertainties

according to FORMAT in Table 3 and to the specifications

S.2

Kl = 2, indicating a coolanttemperature uncertainty.

SF,SCL,SC = standard deviations of the corresponding coolant

temperature increase expressed as relative value.

The other variables identical to specifications S.l.
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The sUccessive N13 cards contain the uncertainties on the temperature

drops fuel (cladding)-coolant at a given abscissa, according to FORMAT

in Table 3 and specifications S.3.

Kl = 3, indicating a temperature drop uncertainty

8.3

SF,SCL: standard deviations of the corresponding uncertainty

on temperature drops expressed in °c, calculated

at the point of maximum specific power in the

core. (In order to simplify the calculations of

these standard deviations it is opportune to refer

always to the same power: the program, then,

elaborates the actual value of SF and SCL according

to the zone KZ).

SC = O.

The other variables identical to specifications S.l.

The successive N14 cards contain the uncertainties on fixed temperatures,

according to FORMAT in Table 3 and specifications s.4.

Kl = 4, indicating a fixed temperature uncertainty

s.4 SF,SCL,SC: expressed in °c

The other variables identical to specifications S.l.

c) Subblock 2.3 - Subassembly uncertainties

Thissubblock is identical to the 2.2 one, with exception of K in

specifications S.l, which now must be equal 3, indicating a "sub=

assembly" uncertainty.

d) Subblock 2.4 - Channel uncertainties

This subblock is identical to the 2.2 one, with exception of K in

specifications S.l, which now must be equal 4, indicating a "channel"

uncertainty.
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e) Subbloek 2.5 - Loeal Uneertainties

The first eard of this subbloek - FORMAT (315) - eontains informations

on the number of loeal uneertainties, and namely in the order:

KZ

Nl5

Nl6

=

=

=

zone subseript

number of uneertainties on eoolant temperature
s eh)span «(1.'
1.

number of uneertainties on loeal temperature drop

(6"~ )
1. ,.6~ d,max

J-

The sueeessive Nl5 eards contain the Nl5 uneertainties on eoolant

temperature span, aeeording to Table 4.

Table 4 Card for loeal uncertainties on eoolant temperature

!FORMAT

15

15

IOA4

VARIABLE

KZ

NT1PO

KOMM

SPECIF1CATIONS

zone subseript

= 5, indieating a loeal eoolant temperature

uneertainty

free comment for identifieation of the

uneertainty

FIO.5 SPF

I
specific standard deviation (relative

value) for the ehannel arrangement eon

sidered for fuel hot spot

FIO.5

FIO.5

SPCL

SPC

speeifie standard deviation (relative

value) for the ehannel arrangement eon

sidered for eladding hot spot

speeifie standard deviation (relative

value) for the ehannel arrangement con

sidered for hot ehannel
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The successive N16 cards contain the N16 uncertainties on local

temperature drops, according to Table 5.

Table 5 Card for uncertainties on local temperature drops

FORMAT VARIABLE SPECIFICATIONS

15 KZ zone subscript

15 NTIPO = 6, indicating an uncertainty on local

I
temperature drops

II lOA4 KOMM free identification comment

FIO.5 SPFD specific standard deviation for fuel

temperature (oC), calculated at the spot

of maximum power in the core (a-~ ,.6;r- f-d .max )

F1O.5 SPCD specific standard deviation for cladding

temperature (oC) ca1culated at the spot
s

.6~l-d' max )of maximum power in the core (6' . ,
~

The last card of this subblock contains - FORMAT (15, 2 FIO.5) - the

local uncertainties on critical temperatures and namely in the order

KZ = zone subscript

SLFCR = specific standard deviation of loeal fuel eritical
o

temperature ( C)

SLCCR = specifie standard deviation of loeal eladding

eritieal temperature (oC)

111.3.3 Block 3 - Core uneertainties

This block contains the "eore" uneertainties. The first card contains

- FORMAT (515) - N1, NIl, N12, N13, N14 as defined at point b). The

suceessive cards are identical to these in the subblock 2.2 with the

following exceptions in specifications S. 1:
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KK = 0 (these uncertainties act on all core zones);

K = 1, indicating a core uncertainty.

111.3.4 Block 4 - Program control

This block is constituted of only one card, containing - FORMAT (A4) 

the variable KONTR: if KONTR = LAST, the final control is transferred

to a STOP statement otherwise to reading a successive data set and

to starting execution of the program for the new data.

111.4 Error check on input data set

An error check is performed on the data. If the checked variables

are not correctly assigned, execution is stopped and an error message

appears. The error messages are listed and explained in the following:

ERROR IN THE ZONE SUBSCRIPT OR IN THE CARD TYPE: This message indicates

one out of the following occurrences:

a) The zones are not ordered according to increasing KZ.

b) Arnong the cards of a zone, there is a card not belonging to this

zone.

c) The variable NTIPO (in Tables 4 and 5) has not been correctly

assigned. That is there is an error on the type of loc~l uncertainty.

ERROR IN THE NUMBER OF SUBASSEMBLIES

The surn of the number of subassemblies of the NZ zones is not equa1

to the total nurnber of subassemblies NS.

ERROR-H NEGATIVE

A negative value is assigned to the parameter H in subblock 2.1.

ERROR IN THE NUMBER OF CARDS

NIl + N12 + N13 + N14 1 Nl (Subblock 2.2 - first card)
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Choose
reference

temperatures

TREF' = 0
T6LREF :::0
DTCREF =0

/R/W

Genera.l
data.

First step
+--------'

CALL GR~UP

Fuel
hot spot

CALL S'I'F'AC']'

for core
uncertaintifB

Second step

R

Number o f
core unc er t,

DO K := 1 ,HZ

I--------~for fuel and
cladding

R

DTCZ, D'l'FZ,
D'l'CIjZ

by HP, HC,
FSYSP,:F'S YSC

Number of
zone un c er t,

CALI., GR0UP CALL STFACT CALL STFAC'r
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ic er t a i.nt Le s

- ~ - 1 Cladding
bot spot

Hot channel

Repea.t
for subass.... and channel

[n c er t a.i.n t Les

'11.- W'l:A
Expected,

nominal and
cri t. tempo
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TI

S'l'CFL

I
J:\

S'rCCL KONTR

STCL

W

STCFL, S'rCCL ~__/1"\
S'I'CL V

Repeat
for local
tempo drof
uncertain lies

C001~lt Jsnecific ------~

uncertalntiesI

I

I

L_

,-- -
,-------'"-------,

I

Fig.12 - :[)..owchart of l-'iain .program END
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ERROR IN THE TYPE OF CARD

It refers to a global uncertainty card and indicates that one of

the variables KK, K", Kl in subblocks 2.2 or 2.3 or 2.4 or in block 3

has been assigned in an illegal way: this control is performed in order

to avoid that a certain uncertainty might be treated as belonging to

a group or to a zone different from the group or the zone to which

the uncertainty belongs actually.

111.5 Program Operation

The program operation can be divided into two successive steps. In

the first step the data are read and elaborated in order to evaluate

all quantities necessary to the evaluation of the hot spot factors,

which is executed in the second step.

111.5.1 Data Elaboration

First the block 1 containing the general data is read and printed

(Flow chart in Fig. 12). Successively for each zone the program reads

and elaborates the zone data. Namely, from the zone characteristics

(Subblock 2.1) the nominal temperature differences DTCZ, DTFZ, DTCLZ

(see Table 6) are calculated for each zone, and successively the sub

routine TMAXZ (Flow chart in Fig. 13) evaluates the nominal maximum

temperatures of cladding and fuel and the abscissa at which they occur.

(These nominal temperatures take into ac count the systematic factors

FSYSP and FSYSC also.) Successively, the global uncertainties (subblocks

2.2, 2.3, and 2.4) are read and elaborated by the subroutine GR~UP

(Flow chart in Fig. 14): namely, from the original data the program

evaluates the standard deviations (oC) of each uncertainty in the point

of maximum temperature of the axial profile in the considered zone,

and the total standard deviation for each group (zone, subassembly

and channel uncertainties).

Successively, the local uncertainties are read and the specific standard

deviations os,ch and o:~ (Eqs. 19 and 23) are evaluated. Then
U 'V "-d Jmax

the reference temperature~ and zones are chosen: that is, the program

assumes as reference temperature for fuel hot spot the maximum value 

among the zones - of the fuel nominal temperature. The same is performed
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for cladding hot spot and hot channel. At last, the core uncertainties

are read and elaborated in order to determinate the total standard

deviation (oe) of the core uncertainties for the chosen reference

zone.

In output for each uncertainty the program prints the original values

and the elaborated ones and the total standard deviations for each

group. An example of the output variables will be given in the third

part of the report.
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Table 6 Main variables of the first step·

D e f i n i t ion

Total st.deviation of zone uneertainties for fuel tempo

Maximum temperature of the fuel in the eore

subseript of the zone in whieh TFREF oceurs

"
"TCLREF

DTREF

difference fuel-coolant in

11

""
"

"

of the eladding in the eore

span of the coolant in the eore

I!

"

11

11

"
"

"

11

I!

"

"

"

" I! " " " " eladding tempo

I! 11 I! " I! I! eoolant tempo

" " I! subassembly uncertainties for fuel t emp.

" I! I! I! " I! eladding
tempo

I! I! " I! " I! eoolant
tempo

" I! I! ehannel uncertainties for fuel tempo

" " I! I! " " cladding temp

" " I! I! I! " coolant tempo

" specifie st.deviation for ehannel arrangement for fuel

I! " 11 11 " 11 for
eladding

" 11 11 11 11 " for
eoolant

!l specific st.deviation of temp.drops for fuel

" " " " 11 " I! ".l::lnn;np",.,---------0

"

"

Nominal maximum temperature span of the coolant in a zone

a zone

Nominal maximum temperature difference eladding-eoolant
in a zone

Nominal maximum temperature of the fuel in a zone

" " 11 of the eladding in a zone

Abseissa at which TFZMAX oeeurs in a zone

11 11 11 TCZMAX I! 11 I! "

Name Unit

DTCZ °c
DTFZ °c

I
DTCLZ

I °cI
I,
I

I
TFZMAX I °c

I
I

°cTCZMAX I
I

ZFZMAX I em

ZCZMAX I em

STFZ }
STCLZ erz
STCZ (oC)

STFS l
STCLS f ~

F (oC)STCS

STFC

STCLC}
G"'eh

STCC . (oC)

STCFL}
STCCL s,eh

0-
(z-eL;

STCL value)

STFL (S's

~rp"'TT} lOC}.D~·lJ-'
-...J.L.v .... ..L.J

TFREF °c
TCLREF °c
DTCREF °c
KFREF

KCLREF

KDTREF

Total st.deviation of fuel eore uneertainties in the
zone KFREF

I!

"

11

"

of cladding uneertainties in the zone
KCLREF

of coolant uneertainties in the zone
KDTREF
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1
N=XL/XLSP

T}JAX= 0

DO I =1 ,1'1

I Z ~:: -XL/2+ I
(I-O.5)"XLSP

T(Z) by
.,., (~(")J:!,;q. co

'I'HAX -- '1'

ZMAX =: Z

No I - N ?

es

RE'I'URN
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N1 ==0 1

ENTRYC_--,---)

NoI=N11 ?

STCL, STC

SFC = äF •
('l'HAX-TI)

SCLC,SCC

Grcuping

STF=STF+SFcf
STCL, STC

KOlvlivl, SF
SCL,SC,SFC

SCLC,SCC

STF=SQRI(S'I'F)

R
a card of

power uncer
SF,SCL,SC

Yes

No

N13=O?

es

N12=0?

N14 =01

Yes

Yes

No

I=N13?

DO I ::1 ,N 1

Da I ==1,N12

STF == 0
STCL== 0
STC :: 0

1 }(Olvllvl, Si:'
STF=STF+SF ---1lI' SCL, SC, SFC
STCL, STC SCLC,SCC

R
a card of

cool. uncer

SFC r: ,.c;-B*1! HP e

FS YSp· FP( ZI'1AX)

SCLC,(SCC=SC==O)

STCL, STC

DO I =1,N14

I=l"I14?

RETURN

R/W
Fixed Temp.
Uncertaint.
SF,SCL,SC

w
,., F ? ~1?O"j·.-nvl~ , S H'S'l'F=STF+>:J C- _> 11 _ ...

1----.rSCL,SC ,SFC
SGLC, SCC

Fig.14

Flowchart of Subroutine GR0Up

STF=STF+SFZ

STCL, STC
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r-l DO I =1 ,1~Z

Hot
Channel?

es

No
f-C.ALL SPUT_

SSPEQ
XNSPEQ

SCHEQ
MGHEQ=O

(Fig.5c)

SCHEQ
j\ilChEQ

(Fig.5c)

CALL CHANEQ

1--_---.j1WHE1~ =Neq 
sciu.r , ull-e

( p'. r) ehri g , b

w i I

! Zone

Variables

Choose most MZOEG =me q
.. z

limitino'" eq
14---1 S zoEQ ::: G"

subassembly z
MS, ss (Fig.7)

HSAEQ ~-:meq
S

j4-----! SSAEQ ::: o-eq
s

(Fig.6)

w

CALL P~TA W
Pessimiz.ing I- - - - - - - T . demp , an
global distne----I Fhs vs ~---{ hot spot

XMG, SG Confolevel faetor

I

'I'emp , and
hot spot

factor
Ea ('.i)g) (<;q)

1
w

I j-CALIL pj,J6T1i_PRO'-" ~ PROBT·bl';= ' =111s PROBT • PROBN,PROBT
N=1 ,10 1 - QohS 1 PBOBN PI~OBEEq.(40)

RE'I'URN

Fig. 15 - Flowchart 0 f Subroutine S'I'FACT
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111.5.2 Evaluation of the statistical factors

In the second step, under control of the main routine (Fig. 12),

the program evaluates at first the fuel hot spot factor, successively

the cladding hot spot factor then the hot channel factor. The evaluation

of the factors is controlled by the subroutine STFACT (Figs. 10 and 15).

Namely if the factor in evaluation is a hot spot factor, the subroutine

SP~T is called for each zone in order to evaluate the equivalent number

of spots and the reference standard deviation ~ = SSP~T. According
r

to item 11.4.4, the subroutine SPOT evaluates the equivalent number

of spots at the reference temperature ~(zM) = TMAX and then at the

temperature TT = TMAX + 4.5~ (XNSPOT and XSPOT respectively), for a
1

reference standard deviation equal to uVj(zM)'

According if XSPOT is larger (smaller) than XNSPOT the program evaluates

a larger (smaller) SSPOT so that the conditions (31) are satisfied

(see Flow Chart in Fig. 16). The reduction procedure of the uncertainties

to a final normal distribution follows exactly the reduction scheme

in Fig•. 5 ~ 8: the equivalent numbers of channels (subroutine CHANEQ)

and of zones are evaluated with a procedure very similar to that given

for the spots in Fig. 16. The main variables are printed in output

(see Fig. 15). Then the expected maximum temperatures and hot spot

factors are evaluated and printed according to Eqs. (38) and (39).

In order to evaluate the probability of exactly n hot subassemblies a

pessimizing model of the core is chosen according to item 11.7. All

the subassemblies are assumed equal to the most limiting ones: namely

equal to those in the zone "IREF", for which the temperature

.J= ~ ~S + m:
q

+ 3 V(ß":q )2+ lt~ is max i mum , Then the subassembly dis

tribution (meq(IREF), ~eq(IREF» is assumed (Fig. 9). Successivelys . s
a pessimizing global distribution (m , er) for the core and zone

g g
uncertainties is evaluated by:

m = XMG = hm(N ). () (IREF)
g z z

~ = SG =Vö~ + (-: (Nz ) • b
Z

( IREF ) ) 2
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Yes
I I

T(Z), S(Zl-----/N dL/XLSP.J

Eqs. (26,27) ISSPOT=S ( Zl1fuYl

No

XI'JSPOT =1
>---~

XSPOT =0

BB=ALOG(O.5+ TT =TMfl~

O.5ERF(~~» SM,INDEX,J=O
14-__---1 V2 14----lAA. =ALOG (0.5)

(D.Eq.29 4~ enom.Eq.30)

RETURN

DO I =l,N

SN = S(Z)

j
Z =-XL!2 +

Cr-l) XLSP

...'

XSPOT XSPOTI
Bö

J::: J+l I

INDEX =2

RETURN

INDEX =3

No SSPOT=SSPCT
').--~ 0.02 (SIvl -

SSPOT) J

..

INDEX =1

4.5 SSPOT

xrSPOT XSPO~
• 'i - ·AA

""')---~

No

XSPOT =XSPOT+ALCG(C.5+
C. 5ERF( (TT-'l' (Z) )! (S (Z)V2))

( Numerator Eq.29 )

Fig.16

'Flowchart of Subroutine SP~T
RETURN

'----------/
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Then by Eq. 40 the probability Q h (PROBN) of n hot subassemblies is
n s

evaluated for values of n within 1 and 10, together with this pro-

bability, the total hot spot probability (PROBT) for this pessimizing

model is evaluated.

PROBN (for N = 1,2,5 and 10), PROBT and PROBE (hot spot probability

in the aetual model) are then plotted versus the hot spot faetor.

An example of the outputs will be given in the numerieal example for

the reaetor Na-2.

111.6 The funetions FP(z) and FC(z)

As previously stated, these funetions must be defined aeeording to

the aetual axial power profile as funetion subroutines.

In the applieation of the eode to the reaetor Na-2, the assumption

of a eosine power distribution has been maintained. The listing of

the eorresponding-FP(z) and FC(z) subroutines is then the following:

C AXIAL POWER PROFILE
FUNCTION FP(Z)
COMMON XL,XLEX
FP =COS(3.141593*Z/XLEX)
RETURN
END

C AXIAL COOLANT TEMPERATURE PROFILE
FUNCTION FC (Z)
COMMON XL,XLEX

A .... "Tl\T I., "'~r'\""I"'\/ "\TT I'V'T DV \

R.=i:)J.l~ \.1. ':J/V/'JO*ALJ/ ALJ:r..AI

FC =(A+SIN(3.141593*Z/XLEX»/(2.*A)
RETURN
END

In this ease the aetive and extrapolated lengthes were assigned in a

COMMON statement; however their numerieal values ean be explieitly as

signed in the funetions. It is useful to observe that whenit is not

possible to obtain an explieit funetion for FC(z), FC(z) ean be ob

tained by integration of FP(z) (Eq. 12b).
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111.7 Application of the code to gas cooled reactors

In the development of the program it has been assumed that the heat

transfer coefficient cladding-coolant is constant along a channel axis~

This statement is not generally valid for some special types of high

performance gas cooled reactors, for which the upper part of €xternal

cladding surface is artificially roughened in order to increase heat

transfer in the zone of higher temperatures.

Although the code does not directly account for such a situation,

problems of this kind can still be solved with SH~SPA by applying

the code twice in order to point out which part of the pin is the

most critical in respect to hot spot occurrences, and namely: a first

application of the code will consider the whole core as constituted

by uniform roughened cladding, correspondingly overall hot spots

factors will be calculated for the roughened part of the pins; a

second application of the code will consider the core as constituted

by smooth cladding, correspondingly overall hot spots factors will

be calculated for .the smooth part of the pins only, if in the functions

FP(z) and FC(z) it will be assumed

FP(z) = 0 for z / z = abscissa at which roughness
r b .

eg~ns

FC (z) = FC(z) for z :> z •
r r

The total non-failure probability will be given then, conservatively,

by the product of the partial non-failure probabilities.

*Note: The radial variation of this coefficient depending upon

the coolant flow rate can be taken into account by appropriate

values of the systematic factors FSYSP.
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IV. Fortran IV Listing

IV.1 Main Program

C 'SHf1~PA-STAT1STICAt HOT SPOT AND HOT CHANNEL MLALVSIS

DIMENSION KOMM(20),NSl(1l50),Hf150),DTC1(1t:;Ü),rnF7f150),flTrtZnS01,
1 TC V~ AX( 150) , Z(' VL'\Xe 150 ) , n: VH X( 15ü) ,1 FV, Axe 15 n ) , <:T~ z t 1 50) , S T r: L Z ( 1
250),STCZC150J,STrS(150),STClS(1501,STrSelSO},STrr(1501,STCLC(1t:;Ol
3, STer' ( 1 so : , S TC F L (1S0 J , S Tee L( 150 J , STFt.( 150 ) , STC Ll r i l)() ) , S Tr l ( 1 5 r l 1

DIMENSION XBl81 ,YA{81,ND1R(8},NSCC81,Aßf9),SLFCR(150J,SLCCRf150J
rOMMON XL,XLEX,TI,NZ,H,Nsz,nTcz,Ns,CC,ZZ,~B,FAT,J,rNOFx,XR,VR,N~IR

1,Nsr,.l!.B
OATA KKKK/'lAST'/

1111 PFAfH5,lOOlKm'H-1,NZ,NS,NP,NC,NCL,NSPF,NSDc,n rCR,nrLCR,ITrrR,XI ,XI
1 EX, XL SPF, XLSPC, TI, OTC,OTCL,DTF

100 FORMAT(20A4/10I5/BFIO.4)
WRITE(6,2001KOMM,NZ,NS,NP,NC,NrL

200 F1R}1AT ( IH 1, 20X, ' SHO<:;PJ\-STATI ST I CAL Hnf spflr )\NO HrHrHA!'-l~·jF' A\!'" YS
lIS'lllllX,20l',ltlllllX,'NUMRER OF ~ONES 1•.JITH InFNTICA,l S!l?,l\SSFM!l.l r r s
2 I'JZ=',IS,l2X, 'TflTAL NUMBFR nF SlJß~SSEr'1RLIES l\lS=',I5/1X,'l'nl'H~!=R n~

SCHANNELS rnNS1DFRFD !=OP rUFt HOT SPOT ,\IP=',15,9X,
3 'NUMßFR nF CHAl\lNFlS IN ~ S~RASSF

4~BlV Nf:', 15/1X,'NUMRER OE CHANNElS CONSIDFPED Fn? fLAnnINS HnT So
AOT NCl.=',I511IJ
WRITr(6,3001Xt,Xt~X,XLSPF,XtSPC,NSPF,NSPC

300 FOR~1AT{lX,',fi,CTIVE lE'\IGTH Xt=',F10.2,lX,'(U'l-,33X,'FXTPf\f;iotI\TFn Lr
INGTH Xl.FX=',FIO.2,lX,'(On'/IX,'r:!!FL HOT SPOT LENGTH Xlspr=',cli").2
2,1 X, , U: ~n ' ,23 X, 'r: LA f)f) I NG HOT SPOT LENG TH XLSpr =' ,r 1r, 2,1 X, 'f c'n ' /1
3X,.'FUEl HOT SPOTS 'T HEIGHT Z NSPF=',I5,2BY,'rtAnoING HOT SpnrS AT
4 HFIGHT Z NSDrL~',I5/11}

WRIJF(6,400)TI,OTC,nTCL,OTF,1TFCR,ITCLCR,ITCCR
400 FOR'1AT{lX,'rnOLA\lT PltET TC1PERATUPF TI=',FIO.2,lX,'fOC"/pr,'f\lm-n

INAL ~H,Xp..1m~ (OPtANT TEMPERATlJRE SPAN IN CORE OTC=',FHh2,lX,'C'I()
2'/IX,'NOMINAL MAXIM'J~4 TH\PFRATURF. OrFFf=RH-JCF ffAonING-COflLI\NT TN r
30RE OTCl=',FIO.2,lX,'(OC) '/IY,'NOMINAlMAXIMUM TFMPFRATUPF 01 F F F
4RFNCE F!lFt-COOLANT IN rORE OTF=',FIO.2,IX, '(O(l"flllX,'rucL (P
51T1C,I\l TfM.PFPATURF ITFCR=',I5,' (OC)' 1/IIX,'fl }'lnnp.,!G eRITTeAl TP~

6PFPATUHE ITCLCR=',I5,' {OC)'I//IX,'CÜOIANT CRITIC~I TEMPFR.AT'.IRF IT
7CCP=',I5,' (DC)'/In

NSS=O.
TFPEF=O.
TCLREF=O.
nTCRFF=O.
00 1 K=I,NZ
REAOf5,800J KZ,NSZfKl,Ho,HC,HfK),FSYSP,FSYSC

800 FDRMATf2IS,5FIO.51
iF(KZ.NF.KjGÜ Tn 999
NSS=NSS+NSZfK)
OTCZ{K)=OTC*HC *r-SYSC
!)TFZ{K)=OTF*HP *FSY<:;P
nTCLZ(K'=nT~t*HP *FSYSP
FSYS =HP*FSYSP
CALL TMAXZ{XL,XLSPC,TI,OTCZ(Kl,nTCLl(Kl,TClMAX(K).ZCZMAXfKJ'
( ALL TMAXZ ( XL , XL$ PF , TI, rH Cl ( K1 , nrF Z( K) , TF l MAX{K J , ZF l MAX ( K, )
WRITE{6,900)K,NS7(K),HP,HC,~SYSP,FSYSC,H(K),nTC7(Kl,nTfL7(Kl,nT F 7 r

2K),TCZMAX(K),ZCZMAX{K),TFZMAX(K"l~ZMAX{K)

900 FORMATOHl,30X, 'ZONE' ,I51111X, '''lUMBE? OF Sll8ASSP1P,LIFS f\ISZ=',T1) !l
lX,'RATID OF [rNE MAX.SpEC.POWER Tn cnPE MAX.SPFc.pnWER HP=',c11.4
2/1X,'PAT10 OF ZONE TO CORE MAX. TEMP. SDAN HC=',cIO.4 /lX,'SYSTc~h

ATle POWER FACTOR FSYSP=',FI0.4/1X,'SYSTFMATIC T!=MP.SPAN FAfTnp FSV
BSC='FIO.4 . . IIX,'(~Ax.TF
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3r4P.SPAN -AVF.R~GE T1=MP.SPMO nMX.Tf:::~1P.SPMJ -HI A $1'nASSp'HRY H=',
4 rIO • 4/ IX, 1 NOM• ~1 ,,'Y. • T E~·i p. SPAN f) T CZ=' , 1= 1 (1 • 2 , t ( oe ) I /1 X, t NOM.~4AY. Tq~ P•
SfJTFf=. f1 AnnIf\!G-COOtMH OTCLZ=',FIO.2 " (or> '!lx,tNor4.~'UX.Tr=Mo.nrr

61=. rUFt-romANT on:?=', FI0.2,' {OC)'I!lX,'1',J[1'~.MAX.CLAnnJNGT1=MP.
7TCV1AX=',1=10.2,' (OC) 1\T HEIGHT 7CZNAY=',FIO.2,' (rMl'/llx,"',!m,~.·,~

8X.FUFt TH'P. TFHHX=',FIO.2,' {Of)I\T HEIGHT IFV4AX='., 1=10.2,' (e'"
9)1///1)

I=ü
l..JRITE(6,1000)

1000 1=ORMATf30X,'ZONE UNCERTAINTIES'/l
NT! Pl=2

2 1=1+1
REA Df 5 , 150 1KZ, Nl , Nl l , N12 , N13 , N1 4

15 C r-0 W4 AT ( 6 I I) l
r F (K I ~r\lf. K ) GO TOQQ9
CAlL GPOUP{Nl,Nll,N12,N13,N14,NTIPO,K,OTrZ(Kl,OT1=Z(Kl,nTrllfKJ,7 r7

1NAX{K),ZClMAXfK),STF,STClA,STC,nTrZ(Kl,nTCZ(Kl,FSVS ,r=sys )
Gr r n (3,4,5)'1

3 [\!lIPO=3
STl""Z(K)=STF
STCLZfK)=STCtA
STClt K ) '=S TC
WRITE(6,2501STF,STClA,STC

250 FORMATIIX,65{2H--)/lX,'TOTAl ZONF UNCfRTAINTY-ST.OEV.',66X.l(FlO.4
1, 2 X11 I I 3oX, , SUß .., S SEMß l Y UNeF RH, I NTI ES' n

GO IO ~

4 ,\!fI o n = 4
ST FS (K ) =S TF
STC LS ( K1 =STC Lo\
STCS{K)=STC
WRITFI6,3501STF,STCLA,STC

350 r:(lR''4/l,T~lX,65{2H--}/IX,'TOTAL SIJP~SSfMBLv UNCFRTlU!\.lTV-ST.OEV.' ,r:;qx.
13( F1o• 4, 2X) I I /30X, 'C HA NNEt lll'{f FPT~ I NT I FS' I )

on TO 2
5 STFe{K )=STF

STelC{ K1=STCLa
STCCfKl=STC
WRITF(6,450)STF,STClA,STC

450 FOR~AT{lX,65(2H--J/lx,'TnTALCHANNFl UNC F RTAI NTV- ST. OFV. ' , 63X, 1 ( Cl
1(".4,2Xllln

\,jRITFI 6, 550)
550 r:ORMATI30X,'COOlANT lOCAL UNrERTAJNTIFS'113X,'UNCf=RTAINTY {PFl.SDF

IrIflC ST.OEV.l',12X,'FOR FU1=l HOT SPOT',7X,'FOP Cl4nntNG HOT SPOT'
2, 7X, 'FOR HOT CHANNEli/lX,65{ZH--11

PEAD(5,6501KZ,N15,N16
6'50 FORr1ATf3151

IF{KZ.NF.K}GD TO 999
srr r t (K 1=0.
STeCt f K )=0.
STCl(K )=0.
IF(N15.EQ.O)GO Tn 1212
00 10 1=1, NI 5
PEA0 ( 5 , 75 (I ) KZ. , NT J PO, (K0 W--' ( L, , L=1 , 10 1 , Spr-, s pe L, SpC

750 rORMATC215,lOA4,3FIO.S)
Ir(KZ.NE.K.OP.NTlpn.NE.5100 Ta 999
STCFI{K):STCFL(K)+SPF**2
STCClCK1=STCClCK)+SPCL**2
STCl(Kl=STCl(K)+SPC**2
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10 HRITE{6,850)(KOMM(L),l=1,]0) ,SPF,SPCl,$P(
850 FORMAT(lX,lOA4,lnX,FIO.4,20X~FIO~4,lnX,FIO.4)

STCFt (K )=SQPTfST(FU K) )

STCCl{K]=SQPT(STCCL(Kll
STClfKl=SQPT(STCl(Kl1

1212 WRITE(6,950)STCFl(K),STCCttKl ,STClfK)
<)50 FPRMAT(lX,65f2H--}/lX,'TOTAl cnOtANT SDECIFIC UNCFRTlUNTv (pr-t.ST.

IDEV.)f,r-12.4,20X,FIO.4,lOX,FIO.4
A 11130X,'TFMP.DROPS lOCAl U1l.ICEPTAP IT l r- S fI13 v ,
2'UNCERTAINTv-SPFC.ST.f1EV. (OC1',5X,'-INPlJT-',5X,'Fllt::j HOT sanTi.
35X,'CLAOD. HOT SPDT',5X,'-f)IJTPHT- FUEt WH spnT',5X,'CIl\!)f1. Hn
4T SP0T'/IX,65f2H--»

STFLfK)=O.
STCllfK)=O.
I FtN16.FO.OJGO TO 2121
l")n 20 1=1, t-,!16
READ(S,750) Kl,NTIPO,{KOMM(L),L=I,lO),SPFD,SDrn
IF{KZ.NE.K.OR.NTTPO.NF.6)GO Tn q99
SPFOQ= SPFf1*FSYS
S pe nn= SPCD>i<FS YS
STFL(Kl=STFL(Kl+spr-nn**2
STCLLfK)=spc n n ** 2+ STCLL !K)

20 \-JP I TE ( 6, 851) f Knl·1~n l ) , l =I" 10' , S P Fr), S P r o , SDFfY), s perv'l
851 FORMAT(lX,10A4,?(7X,~lO.4',16X,2(7X,~lO.4)1

STFlCK)=SQPT{STFl (K»
STClLCKJ=SORTISTCLL(K) J

2121 WRITFC6,1601STFLCKJ,STCLLfK)
160 FORMl\TOX,65f2H--)/1X, 'TOTAL TFMP.ORnps SPECH:lr mjrfPT~lNTV-:n.rr:

IV. (OC)-',46X,Flü~4,7x,rlO.41111)

PEAO(S,852'Kl,SLFCR{K),SLCCRIKI
852 FORMATfI5,2FIO.51

If(KZ.NE.K) GO Tn 999
vJRITE(6,853)SIFCRfK},SLCCRCK)

853 FOR~~AT(lX, fLOCAl lj1;ICERTAPITIES ON CPITICAI H:'~PERr:TURF<;~rnp FilE! ='
1,FIO.4,f(OC}',10X,'FnR Cl.ADnING=',F10.4,'CCCJ'II/1

IFCTFREF.GF.TFZMAXfK)] GO TO 21
TFR EF=TFVV\X( K 1
KFRFF=K
r-Sl=FSYS

21 IFCfClREF.GE.TfZMAXfKJl GO Tn 22
TClREF=TCIMAX{K)
KCLPFF=K
FS2=FSYS

22 'FCDTeREF.GE.OTflIK» GO TO 1
DrCRFF=DTCZCK)
KDTCRF=K

1 CDNTH-lUE
IFfNSS.NE.NS)GO TO 998
WRITFI6,260)KFREF,TFREF,KCLREF,TClREF,KnTCRF,DTCPFF

260 FOR~1AT« IH1, 1X, 'FOR FUEt HOT SPOT THF RFfF? FNCE zm·IE J S THF 7n\H:', T
13/1X,'THE REF.HJFl TPWERATURE 15',FI0.2,' COCl'IIIIIY,'Fr o f'lAr'\f'j
2NG HOT SpnT THE REFERfN~F ZONE 15 THE lONE',I3/1Y,
A 'THF PFF.rl~D~TNG TEMPCpA
3TUPE IS'"FIO.2,' (OC1'IIIIIX,'r-OR HnT CHANNEL THF RFFFpcNf c 7nN~ I
45 THF ZONE',I3/1X,'THF REFERENCE TEMP.SPAN 1$',FI0.2,' (or)'III/)

"HUTE (6,600'
600 FORMATC30X,'CDRE UNCERTAINTIES·t/l

REAn{5,5001Nl,Nll,NI2,N13,N14
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500 FOR~'AT(515)

C!\L L GRDUP( Ni, "H 1 ,1\1 12 , N i3 , NI 4, 1 , 0, nTr R EF , Dn=7 t KFR FF} , rH r L Z( Kr t. p t: n
1,7FZMAX(KFR~F),lr7MAX(KClREF},ST~o,STrlo,STCO,nTrl(KFRFF),DrrZ(Krl

2REF) ,FSl,FS2l
WRITF{6,700)SrFO,STClO,STCO

70ü 1=nRMAT(lX,65(2H--}/lx,'TnTt~LrOQF UI\ICf=RTap·!TY -ST.f)J:V.'.65X,3fFl().
14,2X»

1..IRI TF ( 6 , 360 )
360 FORMAT(lHl,lX,'FUEl HOT SPOT ANALYSIS'I!!/}

CALl STFACTC2,fHFZ,STCFL,STl=l,Xl SPF,TFU1AX,I1=?"lAX"STFf,NSpr.:,"'l'l,STf"
1 S,STFZ,KFREF,STF0,FrKOfU=',SFCOPE, ITFCR, SLFCR)

WRITE(6,460}
460 FORMATCIHl,lX,'ClAD0TNG HOT SPOT ANALYSIS'I!/')

fAll STf=ACT(1,0TCLZ,STCCL,STfLl,XlSPC,TC1MAX,7CZMAX,STflf,NSDr,Nrt
1, STClS, <rrt 1 ,KCLREF, ST eLO, CLMCGR, (LSeOn, I TCl CR, st. CfR'

WRTTE(6,560)
560 FORMAT(IHl,lX,'HOT rHANNFL ANALYSIS"'/!)

CAll STFACTfO,DTl,STCi ,SOT,':<I S,fnCl ,lZ,SrrC,l,f'.!C,ST(S,STrZ.,KDTrpf",
ISTCO,CMCORE,cscnRE~ITCCR,SlTCPl

CAlL KSrnRE{KOMM,60H NOM'INAl_,fXPErTfO ANO CRTTtCAl TfMPfRATlJQ~S

1 , 15)
t=7
Oll 23 1=1,9

23 H(Ij=TI
TEMPO=TFPEF+FMCOPE+4.*SFCORE
TIM=lOO.
XB( 1 ) =0 ..3
TAM=AMAXl(TEMPO,FLOAT{ITFCR)+100.
Yß(11=TAM-400.
)'3(8)=0.3
Y8{81=TI
r-..P1IR(B}=2
NSC(8}=1
DO 60 1=2,7

60 YB(I}=100.
CAll PLDTACAB,H,9,2,3,1,1,1,1,7.,O.,.0125,TAM,TTM,O,KOMM,L,1,1 •• 1.

1,7.,5HI1 ,1,-1,1,I,O,8,XB,YB,N~IR,N~C,11HTEMP.fOC)•• ,6H. 90 •• ,
26H. 99 •• ,BH. <J9.9 •• ,clli. 99.99 •• ,IOH. 99.999 •• ,l4Hf PfP (ENT I •• ,
31'tHINLET TFMP • • • )
on 30 J=1,9
nn 31 1=1,9
GO Tn {32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,401,J

32 HIIl=DTCREF+TI
GO Tn 31

33 Hf I)=TCLPEF
GO TO 31

34 H(I)=TFPEF
GO TO 31

35 H{I)=FLOAT(ITFCR}
GO Tn 31

36 H(Il=FLGAT(ITCLCR,
GO TO 31

37 HtI}~FlrAT(ITCCR)

cn TO 31
38 H(I)=TFPEF+FMCnRF+AR(I)~SFcnRF

GO TO 31
39 H( T )=TClPFF+fLMCOP +,l\ß( n*ClSCOR

Gf1 TO 31
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,51

,51

• •

40 H{Il=DTCREF+TI+CMCORE+AB(Il*CSCORF
31 CONTINUE

GO TO (42,43,44,45,46,41,48,49,50',J
42 X=2.

Y=H {1 )-80.
etl L KSTOPE{I<OMM , 20HNm" .(nOt. Ttt<1P. SPAN •• ,5)
GO TO 30

43 Y=H(l)
X=3.
(~LL KSTORE(KOMM ,20HNDM.CL.T.
GO TO 30

44 Y=H (I)

X=l.
CALl KSTORF(KOMM ,20HNOM.FUEL TEMP • • •
Cf! 'rn 30

45 Y=HCll
CAll KSTORECKOMM ,20HCRIT.FUEL TEMP... ,51
GO TO 30

46 Y=H{ 1)

X=C.3 .
(ALL KSTORE{KOMM ,20HCRIT.Cl.T.
Gf) rn 30

41 Y=HIll

•• ,5)

X=1.5
• •CAll KSTORF{KOMM ,20HCRIT.COOL.T.

GO Tn 30
48 X=4.

Y=H(9)
(ALL KSTORffKOMM ,20HEXP.FUElTEMP •••
GO TO 30

49 Y=H(Cij+30.
(All KSTOREO<OMM ,20HFXP.CL ~Df).TEMP••• ,5)
GO TO 30

50 Y=H(9)
fALL KSTORECKOMM ,20HExp.rnnL.TEMP... ,5)

30 CA Ll PLOT A( AB,H,9 , 2, 3 , 1, 1 , 1, 0, 7 • ,0. , • Cl? 5 , T.A M , TI,.", G, l< m~M, L, 1 , J • , J •
1,7.,5HI1 ,1,-1,1,1,O,l,X,Y,2,1,KOMM)

PfAO{5,(970)KONTR
9910 FORMATfA4)

IFCKONTR.NE.KKKK)GO Tn 1111
CALL EXIT

998 1•.JRTTE{6,9Q80l

9980 fI1RM~,T(lX, 'ERPnR IN THF !\lUMBER OF SIJß~,sspmL IrS')
CAU EXIT

999 WRITE(6,9990)
9990 FORMATlIX,'ERROR IN THr ZONE SUBSCRTPT nR 1M THE rARn TVPE')

CAll EXIT
STOD
FNO
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IV.2 Subroutine GR~UP

C GROlJPING OF THF GLOB~L UNCERTAINTIES
SUBPOUTINE GFOUPINl,Nll,NlZ,N13,NI4,N,NN,OTl,OT2,nT3,7MF,7Mf,STF,~

ITCL,STC,DT4,DT5,fSl,FSZ)
DIMFNSION KOMM(lO)
STF=O.
STCL=O.
ST('=O.
IF(N1)I,1,2

1 Rt:TURN
2 IF(NI-NII-NJ2-N13-N14)3,4,3
3 HRITF(6,lCO}

100 FORf"1.AT(lX,'ERROP IN THF NWlBFR lJJ: CMU)S'l
100e CALL EXIT

4 WP I TFC6 , 200 )
200 FOR!'1AH 3X, 'UNCERT AINTY' ,2CiX, ,- I\JP1H-, ,4)(,' FUFt·, 5X ,'rl A,r'!Jlf\!G' , r;x,

l'COOLANT',3X,'INPIJT UNIT ',zX,'-OnTPIH- Fl.lEUOr) fL~'1f).{()r) rnOt
2.(OC)'/IX,65t2H~-»

iFff'Hli5,5,6
6 00 1n 1= 1 , f>Jl 1

300 FORMAT(313,lX,lOA4,3FIO.5}
IF(K.NE.N.OR.Kl.NE.l.0P.KK.Nf.NNlGO TO 9q9
SFr=SF*(OT4*FCfZMF1+nT2*FD(ZMF)1
SCLC=Srl*(DT5*FC(7Mr)+nT~*FP(lMr)1

SC(=SC*OTI
STF=STF+SFC**Z
STCL=STCl+SfIC**2
STC=STC+SCCt;<~<? .

J C' HRITF(6,40ül!<flt1M,sr, SCI ,SC,SFC,SrLC,SCr
400 FORMAT(lX,10A4,3(FI0.4,2Xl,1RFl.Tn (T-TIlt,7X,~(FlO.4,?X»)

5 IFfNI2115,15,16
16 on 20 1=1, f'H 2

PFAD{ 5, 3001KK,K ,K2, K.nM~~, sr , sC! , Sr:
IF(K.NE.N.OR.K2.NF.2.OR.KK.NF.NN1GO TO 99q
SFC=SF*DT4*rC(ZMF)
SClC=SCl*OTS*FC(lMCl
scc= sc *1"'11
STF=STF+$FC**Z
STCL=STCl+SClC**?
STC=STC+SCC**.?

20 WRITE(6,5001!<OMM,SF,SCL,Sf,srC,SClC,SCr
500 rOR~,1AT(lX,lOA4,3{FH)'4,2X,,'REL.. TO r'lTf ',RX,3fr-lO.4,2XH

15 IF(NI3125,2S,?6
26 on 30 1=1 , I'H 3

REAnf5,3001KK,K,K3,KOMM,SF,SCl,SC
IC(K.NE.N.QP.K3.NF.31GO Tn 999
IF(!<.NE.N.DR.K3.NE.3.0R.KK.NE.NN )GO TO 9q9
SFC=5F*FP(ZMF) *F51
SCLC=SCl*FP(ZMC1*FS2
STF=STF+SFC**?
S TCl =$Tf L+5C LC**2

30 WRITf{6,600 )KOMM,SF,SCL,SC,SFC,SClC,SC
600 FOR4AT{lX,lOA4,3(FI0.4,2X),' (DC) ',7X,3{FI0. 4,2X"

25 IC(N14135,35,36
36 DO 40 1= 1 , N14

REAf)(5,300)KK,I(,!<4,Kn\~M,SF,SC',sc
IF(K.NF.N.OP.K4.NF.4.0R.KK.NF.NN1GO TO 999
STF=STF+SF),'<*Z
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STCL=STCl+SCl**2
STC=SrC+SC**Z

40 WRITE(6,600)KDMM,SF,SCl,SC,SF,SCL,SC
35 STF=SQRT{ STF}

STCl=SQRTfSTCl}
ST(= SOR T{ STe )
RETURN

999 WRITFf6,200C)
2000 FORMATflX,'ERROR IN THE TYPE OF CAPOf)

GO TO 1000
pm

IV.3 Subroutine TMAXZ

C EVALUATION OF THE HAX I Pli 1'1 AXIAL TE:,1PEPATlJRES
SUBROUTINF TMAXZIXl,XlSP,TI,nTI,nT2,TMAX,ZMAXl
N=XL1XlSP
Tt·AX=O.
ro 1 I=l,N

1=-Xlf2.+(FlOAT{I)-O.5J*XLSP
T=T!+OTl*FCrZ'+DT2*FPIZ)

IffT-TMAX)1,1,2
2 TMAX=T

Z'1AX=l
1 CONTINUF

RETUPf\1
ENO
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Iv.4 Subroutine STFACT

C EVALUATION OF THE STATISTICAL FACTORS

SUBROUTINF STFArT(INn,nT1,ssc,snT,XLs,TMAX,ZMAy,SCH,Nsp,NrH,ss~,S7

10,KRFF,SCO,MCORF,SCO?F,ITCR,SLTCRl
DT~~ENS ION OTr ( 150) ,Dl1 ( 150), SSC ( 1501, snr (150), n~!\x (150) ,7 M. ~x f 150) ,

ISCH(lSO),H( lS()),NSZ( 150l,rnCll1501,SSAC150l,Sl[1(150) ,Nznl=Qfl"iOl,
2S70EQ(}50) ,SI.TCR(1501

nIMENSION XB(8},YB(R),NDIR{a},NSC(8),KOMMf151,A8(Ol~HFr(Ql

DIMENSION HFT(21',PROBTC21',PROBNC21,lO) ,PRORFf21l,ppnRNN(21)
rOMMON XL,XLEX,TI,NZ,H,NSZ,OTCZ,NS,CC,ZZ,AB,FAT,J,INnEX,XB,YR,NnTR

I,NSC,AB
PEAl MCHEQ,NCHEC,MSAEQ,MZOEO,MS,MCORF,NZOEQ
HM(X}=1.70694+0.54372*ALnGIOCX)-1.70169$FXP(-O.81RBB*AtnG10eX)
HS( X)=0.62589-0.03 5R4*AU'G 10 (X) +0. 37230*FXP( -0. 82554*At OG 10 (Xl)
\'JR.I TF{ 6, 1001

100 rnRMAT{lX,'ALl TFMP€PATURES,MEANS AN" sr.DEVIATIONS ARE fXDPF~s~n

11 1\1 OC' 116 X, , ZONE',5 X , ' NSC II I ,5 X, , TNn~ I , 6 X, 'NS P E()' , sv , ' SS
2PEQ',5X,'SCHEQ',5X,'MCHEQ',5X,'NCHEQ',5X,'SCHFO*',4Y,
A - 'SSAr-Q'.5X,'~S~FQ',5X,'S7

3flFQ',5X,'MZGEQ'/IX,65(2H--})
TC=O.
f'n 1 I=l,NZ
JF('INO .EO.üJP1AX( T )=H'L~X( I )+TI
nn~ ~ x·= r~ AX( I) - TI
IF(IND.EQ.O)Gn TO 2
CA LL SpnT ( orr: t. ( I ) .nr t ( I ) , SSC( T) , soT ( I ) , XL S, HH X( T) , ZMA~q T) , s Spe' '), '(

INSPEQ,SLTCR( Il)
XNSPEQ=XNSPEQ*l=L~AT(NSP)

GD Tn 3
2 SSPEQ=SSC(I )/SQPT(Xl)

XNSPEQ=O..
SCHEQ=SORT(SSPFQ**Z+SCH(I)**2J
MCHEQ=O.
GO TO 4

3 MCHEQ=HM{XNSP~OJ* SSPEQ
SrHfQ=SORT«HS(XNSPEQ)*SSPFO)**2~srHCI}**21

4 CALL rHANEQ(NCH,H(I),SCHEQ,NCHEQ,nT~Ax,SCHEl,~CHFn)

MS~EQ=MrHEQ+HM(NCHFQ)*SC4El

SSAfQ=SORT((HS(NCHEQJ*SCHFl'**2+SSAf!)**21
~1l0fOCI )=~lSAFQ+H'H ELGATHJ<;Z ( 11 J 1*<;<:AFO
SlOEQCI1=SQRT({HS(FLOAT(NSZ(}Jll*SSAF01**2+S10CT1**21
T=TMAX(!)+MSAf0+3*SQPT(SSAEO**2+S 70 CI )$*21
IFCT.LE.TC) GO TO 1
TC=!
~1S=\1Sö.FO

SS=SSAF')
IRfF=!

1 WRITF{6,150lT,NSZ(Il,TMAXfll,XNSPFO,SSPFO,SfHF(),MCHFO,NCHFO,SCHrl
1 ,SSAFO,MSAEO,S70EQtl),MZOr-Q{Il

150 Fnp~!iH{4X,15,5X, I5,2X, IlFIO. 3}
At\=ALOG(O.S)
Rß=AlOG{O.5+ü.5*ERF(4.5/1.41423Z))
SZ=C:;lfJFQCKPEF)
TT=TMAX(KREF1+MZPEQ(KRFFl
li'IOEX=O
J=O

z o XZf1FO=O.
OfJ 10 I=l,Nl
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10 XZnEQ=XIOEQ+AlOG(O.5+0.5*ER~{(TT-TMAX{t)-MlnE0rI)}/f~1OEn(I)*1.414

1232»)
ycrINDEX.GT.O) GO TO 40
NZOEQ=XZOFQIAA
I"IDEX=l

50 TT=TMAX{KREF)+MZOEQ{KREC}+4.S*Sl
GO TO 20

40 XZOFQ=XlOEQ/RB
J=J+l
IF(INDEX.FO.3)GO TO 11
TF( INOEX.EO.l.AND.NZDEQ.1 T.xun=qJGO TO 12
INDEX= 2
TF{NZOEQ.lF. XznEQl GO TO 60
SZ=SZ-O.Ol*SZ*FlOATeJ)
GO TO "50

12 INDEX= 3
11 rr(NZOEQ.GE.XznEQ)Gn TO 60

SZ=SZ+0801*FlOATCJ'*SZ
GO Tn SO

60 MCORE=MZDEO(KPEFJ+HH(NZOE01*SZ
srORF=SQRT{(H$ fNZOEQ )*5Z1**2+$CO**2)
WRITE(6,200)KREF,TMAX(KREF),NlnEQ,MlnEQ(KREf),~1,MrrRF,srORE

200 FORMATflX,65i2H--lIII11X,'REF.znNE',5X,'PFF.TFMO.',5X,'NznEQ',RY,
l'M10FQ',8Xf'SZOEQ*',7x,'McnRE',Bx,'scnRF'/lx,I~,5X,3F12.4,3Y,3~12.

2411111X,'PROß.OF EXCFFOING',15X,'CONFInENrF LFVEL',8X,' FHS
3 ',lOX,'MAX.TEMP'/IX,45f2H--))

OTMAX=TMAX(KPEF)-TI
Dn 70 1=1,9
Aß( I)=O.S*FLOAT(I"'::U
PRCS:OeS-O.5*ERFIAR(I}/l.4142321
rnNF= 1.-PRnB
HFC{!)=l+(MCQRF+ARf{)*SCORF)/DTMAX
TEMP=TI+DTMAX*HFC(II

70 WRITE(6,Z50)PROB,AR(I),cnNF,HFC(I),TE~P

250 FnRr" AT( 1 X, EI 7. 6 , 1 t) X , ' ( , ,F 3 • 1 , 'S 1(;MA) " E14. 6, 6 X, ~ 13 • 4 ,lnX , r: R• ? )
PRnp=O.5-0.5*ERF(fftOAT(ITfP)-TMAX{KRFF)-MrORF)/(1.4142?z*sr n p r ) 1
WRTTEf6,300)ITCR,PROR

300 FnRMATClx,4Sf2H--lIII11X,'THE PRnßASILTTY OE ~XrFFnJNG THF fPITTCft
lL TEMPERATllRf f', IS,' n\.l IS=' ,r:l0.8)

800 XB(l)=C.5
Yßfl)=HFC{61
r-.nIR(I)=l
NSC{l)=1
on 17 1=2,7
YfH Il=1.005
W>IR(I}=l

17 NSC{I)=1
XP,(Z)=1.35155
XS(3)=2.39635
XB ( 4 )=3.16023
X8(5)=3.78902
XB(6)=4.33489
X8(7)=6.
IF(INDEX.FQ.IOOJ RETURN
N=INfHl
r,e Tn f61,62,63),N

63 CALl KSTORF.{KnMM,60H FUEl HOT SPOT FACTOR VFRSUS rnNFTnFNCF Ir:V
1l=L ,15)
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L=1
GO ro 64

62 CALL KSTOREIKCMM,60H ClADDING HOT SPOT ~ACTnp VFPSUS rONrr"F~CF

1 lEVEL ,15)
t=3
GO TO 64

61 CALL KSTOREIKOMM,60H HOT (HANNEl FACTOR VERSUS rnNFlnENC~ l~VFl

1 ,15)
l=5

64 fAll PlOTAIAB,HFC,9,2,3,l,l,1,1, 7.,O.,.OI25,HFC(91,1.,D,KnMM,l,l
1,1.,1.,7.,5HIl ,l,-1,],1,O,7,XB,YB,NOIR,NSC,9HFACT••• ,6H. 90 •• ,
26H. 99 •• ,8H. 99.9•• ,QH. 99.99•• ,lOH. 99.999 •• ,14H( PEP CENT l .. }

IFINS.EQ.I1RETURN
XMG=HM(FlOATfNZ)}*SZO(IREF}
$G~SORT(StD**2+(HS(FLDAT(NZ)}*SZDIIREF11**2)

WRITF(6,3501IRFF,MS,SS,XMG,SG
350 FOR~4AT{1H1,'EV.AtU.1'lTlf'f\lOF THFNI.WBER or WH SUBASSP'1P,t TES'!I!!lX,

l'ALl SUBASSEMRLIFS ARE ASSUMED IDENTICAL TO THnSE IN THF ZONE', 14/
Z/IlX, 'SIJP,ASSFMBlY DISTPIBUTlflN -'·~FAN=',F10.4,' ST.DEV.=',FI0.4 I
31X,tGlOßAl DISTRIßlJTION -MEAN=',FIO.4,' ST.nrv~=t,FIO.411112X,

4'FACTOR',6X, 'PRORT',6X,'PRDRl',6X,'PROß2',6X,' P Dn p 3 ' , 6 X" npn p4 ' . hY
5,'PROß5',6X, 'PPflß6',6X,'PRn~7',hX,'PROßP1,6x"pDnao·,6X.'PDnßln'/l
6X,6Sf2H--»

AA=O.398Cl423!SG
BR=-O.5/sr;**2
CC=1./{1.4142315*SSJ
GG=7.*SG
00 65 !·=1,21
ABC=O.2*flnAT{!-lJ
lZ=M(ORE+A8C*SCORE
HFTfl)=l+ZZ/DTMAX
PRORE(Il=O.5-0.S*EpC(AAC/l.4142321
ZZ= ZZ-xr'''G-~1S

INDEX=l
fALL FOR(-GG,+GG,1.E-5,PROAHl
PROBT(!)=PPOBH*AA
P'.JOEX=2
FAT=l.
NAP=10
JF{NS.lT.I01NAP=NS
DO 66 J=l,NAP
FAT=FAT*FlOAT{NS-J+IJ/FLflAT(J)
CAlL FOR (-GG,GG,1.E-5,PROl

66 PROANfI,J)=?PO*AA
WRI T F: ( 6 , 400 1HFH I ),0 pn AT( T) , (P R0 fHH I , J I , J =1 , ~L'P )

400 FORMAT(lX,F9.4,1112X,EQ.3)}
KP=!
IFfPR08NII,llfPROBNfI,21=lOO.)65,67,67

65 (QNTINUE
67 \.JR {TE (6,450)

450 FORMATCIX,65f2H--1)
GO TO f71,72,73J,N

73 (ALL KSTORE{KOMM,60H FUFt TFMP.ANAt YSIs-ppnR,\Plt ITv m= ~,l HIlT <;qf>~

lSSfMBLIES ,~51
L=2
GD TO 74

72 C.6.ll KSTORE(KnM~4,60H CtADniNS TEHP.ANAlYSIS-oPORABIlITY DEN H0T

ISUBASSfMBLIES ,15)
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L=4
GO TO 74

71 (ALL KSTOREfKOP~,,60H HOT CHANNEt ANAJYSIS-PR(lß~.ßnrTY O~ N WH Sl1
IBASSEMBLIES ,151

l'=6
74 Xßf ll=HFT( 1)+0.01

YB(I)=I.
Xß ( 2 ) =HFI( 19)
YfHZ)=O.05
"H1IR(2)=2
!\lnIR(3)=2

Xß(3'=HFT{ 17)
on 76 I:=l,KP
PROBTfl}=AlOGIO(PROBTfIl)

76 PRORF(Il=ALflGIOfPROßE{I)
VB( 3) =PROBT U 7)
(A LL Pl GT A( HF T , DR(l RT , KP , 2 , 9 , 1 , 1 , 1, 1, HFI( 21 ) , W: T f 1 ) , I) ., ? , - FI. .ri, ()J 2

] '), K0 n~., , L , 0 , -1 , 1 • E- I 0 , o. , 1 • F+ 00 , 5 HE8. i, 1 , 1. , - 1 , 2 , j , '/ R , Y B , \! nI 0 , "Isr ,
2AHPR(lß ••• , 8HFA(T .. ' •• , 16H ~H N.l (f'F:SS.) •• )
CALlPl CT A( H~T, ?ROPF, K. P, 1 ; 7, 1,1,1., (), x r~'\X ,'X'j"ii. hJ', -S X, Y\l'.n,.:;" Y r'Jl-i,hl, S'4., t{n~·-~1-~

1 , L, 0 , - 1 , 1..E- l('l , DY, 1 • E+00, 5HE 8 • 1 , 1 , 1 , - 1 , 2 , 1, Hr:T ( 2(\ ) , D RnBF f 21 ), ?, 1 ,
28HMTN.l •• )
no 720 1=1,10
GO TO (121,722,729,720,723,7?O,720,720,720,7~4',I

721 Np=O
CALL KSTORF(K0MM,4Hl •• ,1l
GO. TO 725

722 (\l1'=3
(ALL KSTORFIKOMM,4H2 •• ,1)
GO TO 725

72q I~INS-IOJ7Cq,720,720

723 NP=4
(ALL KSTOREfKnMM,4H5 •• ,1)
GO TO 725

724 ~lP=9

fAll KSTORE(KOMM,4HIO •• ,lJ
725 DO 727 J=l,KP

KS=J-l
PROßNN{Jl=ALOGlO(PROSN(J,T)
IF{PROßNIJ,Il-1.E-lO'750,750,727

7'2 7 CnNT rN lJf:
750 (ALl PtCTA(HFT,PRORNN,KS,3,NP,1,1,2,n,X,YM,SX,v,YM,SV,NT,L,0,-1,1.

IF-IO,I.,1.E+OO,5HE8.1 ,1,1,-1,2,1,HFT(16J,PRn8~N(161,2,1,KnMM)
720 CONTTNUf
709 INflEX=100

IFfIND.FO .. Ol GO ~O 800
RETURN
END
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IV.5 Subroutine SP~T

EVAL UATID\l OF THF EOU IVAL ENT t-.JU~mER OF SJ"1TS
SUBROUTINE SPOT(DTC,nTl.Ssc,snT,XLs,TMAX,ZMÄX,SSDnT,XNSDOT,S~Ti

rQMMON Xl,XlEX,TI
T(Xl=TI+DTC*fC(X)+DTl*fPfXl
SeX}=SQRT{(SSr**Z/IXL/2.+Xl1*OTC**Z*FC(XJ**2+1./XlS*SrT**2*cPfX'**

12+1./XLS*SFT**2)
N=XL/XLS
AA=ALOG(O.5)
Rß=ALDGfO.5+0.5*ERF{4.5/1.414232»
SS?OT=S (H1AX)
IF{SSPOT.GT.O.01GO TO 20
XNSPOT=l.
RFTURN

20 TT=TMAX
SM=O.
J=O
INDEX=O

2 XSPOT:O.
on 1 J: 1, N
1=-Xlf2.+(FlOAT(Il-0.5J*XLS
I~(INDEX.EO.O.AND.S(Z).GT.SM)SM=S(Z)

1 XSPOT= XSPOT+ALOGCO.5+0.S*ERF«TT -T(Z)}/fSrll*1.4142~2}'}

I F ( I ND EX ) 3,3, 4
3 XNSPOT=XSPOT/~A

T'lOEX=l
5 TT=TMAX+4.s*ssprT

GO TO 2
4 XSPOT=xspnT1BB

J=J+l
If( INOEXeEOe3)GO TO 11
IFCINDEX.EQ.I.ANO.XNSPOT.LT.XSPOT) GO Tn 10
INDEX=2
TF{XNSPOT.U:. XSPOT ) RFTUPN
SSPOT=SSPOT-O.Ol*SSPOT*FLOATfJ)
GO Tn 5

10 INDEx=3
11 IF {XNSPPT • GF. Xspcn l RFTUPN

sspoT=ssprT+O.02*(S"-~SDnT)*FlnAT(J'

GO TO 5
END
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Iv.6 Subroutine CHANEQ

C FVALUATION OF THF EQUIVALFNT !'Wf1BER OF CHANNftS
C

SUBROUTINF CHANEQ(N,H,SIG,XNCHAN,TMAX,SCH,XMMl
f) 1'1 F NS ION P ( 25 )
FVONX(X,Z)=AI_"G(O.5+0.5*ERF(Z+(H-Xl*CTMAX+XMM»/fl.414232*SIS*fl.

I-H+X))})
SCH=S IG
DCl}=-H
D{2)=H
~P5)=1.E-5

IF(H'lO,20,25
10 YlRITF(6,lOO)'

100 FORMa.T{lX, 'ERROR-H NEGATIVE')
fALL EXIT

20 XNtAAN~FlnAT(N)

RETURN
25 T=O.

IF(SIG.GT.O.OlGO Tn 70
XNCHAN=O.5/H
GO TO 6.(1

70 ßB=ALOGfO.5+0.5*ERFC4.5!1.414232»
I"lnEX=O
J=O

30. K=O
1 CAll FORHAL(K,P)

r,O TO f2,2,3,31,K
2 P(4)=FVONx(r(3),T)

GO TO 1
3 XCHAN=P{4)

IF (INflFX&FQ.l )GO rn 1+0

XNCHA~~XCHAN/ALnG(O.5)*O.5/H

TNDEX=l
5i) T=4.5*SCH

GO ro 30
40 XCHAN=XCHAN/BS*O.5/H

IF(XCHAN.GE.XNCHAN)GO TO 60
,J=J+ 1
srH=STG-O.Ol*SIG*rLOAT(Jl
GO Tn 50

60 XNCHAN=XNCHAN*FlOAT{N)
PFTURN
END
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IV.7 Subroutine-F~R

C INTFGRATIPN OF PVONXeX}
C

SUBPOllTINE FOPCA,B,C,D)
r P1ENS ION P ( 25 )
DX=( B-A l~<O .Ol
nn 10 1=1,100
H=A+f)X*FlOAT{ T}

F=PVONX {Hl *( H-A)
KK=I-l
IF(ARSfE}-1.E-2~llOt20,20

10 CONTINlJF
20 Gl=A+DX*FLOAT(KK)

nn 40 I=l,HW
f)=B-f)x*l=LOAT ( T l
F=PVON X( [) j,~ (8-f)}

KK=I-1
IF(ABSfE)-1.F-25)40,SO,50

40 CONTIN!J!=
50 GZ=B-OX*FlnAT~KK)

IF(G2-Gl}70,80,80
70 G?=Gl
80 P( 1l=G1

P(Z}=G2
P(S}=C
K=O

1 (ALL FO?HALCK,P)
GO TO {2,2,1,1},K

2 P(4)=PVONY:(P(3l 1
GO Tn 1

3 O=P(4)
qr.:TURN
Fi\!O
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Iv.8 Subroutine KST~RE

C PLOT TEXT
C

SUBROUTINF KSTORE(NT,MT,NN)
DIMENSION NT(15),4T(15)
00 1 K~4=1,NN

1 r-n {KM)=!VT ( no
RFHIRN
pm

IV.9 FUNCTION PV~NX
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Third Part

Applieation to the Reactor Na-2

V. Data of the Reaetor Na-2

V.l General data

The reactor Na-2 t-l1_7 is a conceptual design of a sodium cooled

fast reactor with a nominal thermal power of 730 MWth corresponding

to an output of 300 MWe. The fuel is constituted of pellets of mixed

U0
2-Pu02,

subdivided into two radial zones with different Plutonium

e nrLc hme n t (2' 111. '?.6 and 3' 111. 01 r-e ape c t d ve Ly ) 'I'he max i.mum e ne c i f i o..... ~ ... _ .... .A..... .... v " ........... , _.&._ ........... , 10.- ""_v..... , ....... _ I 4'lo ..... \41..U ,t""""_ ..... .L ..... ""

power is 420 W/em. In this numerical application of the described hot

spot analysis, it will be considered the reactor at start up. Con

sequently the reactor has been subdivided into 7 radial zones, corres

ponding to the 7 concentric rings formed by the 150 subassemblies 

each one constituted of 169 fuel pins. It has been assumed a eosine

axial power profile. Therefore the functions f (z) and f (z) correspond
p c

to those listed at item 111.6.

The data necessary to define the variables in the first block of

input cards are specified in Table 7, in the order given at item 11.3.1.

The assumptions on the hot spot size are those performed at items 1.1.1

and 1.1.2; at first it has been assumeda spot length of 1 cm., eorres

ponding to a pellet length: the influenee of this length will be

successively investigated at item VI.2.
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General Data for the Reactor Na-2

Parameter Value Unit

Number of zones

Total number of subassemblies

Number of channels for fuel
hot spot

Number of channels for hot
channel

Number of channels for cladding
hot spot

Number of fuel spots at a given z

Number of cladding spots at a
given z

Fuel critical temperature

Cladding critical temperature

Coolant critical temperature

Active length

Extrapolation length

Fuel spot length

Cladding spot length

Nominal coolant inlet tempo

Nominal max. temperature span
of the coolant in the core

Nominal max. temperature drop
inner cladding - coolant in the
core

Nominal max. temperature drop
central fuel - coolant in the
core

7

150

169

336

336

1

3

2700

700

880

95.0

132.0

1.0

1.0

380.0

212.4

58.6

cm

cm

cm

cm
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V.2 Zone characteristics

The zone characteristics are summarized in Table 8. This table defines

the parameters upon which the radial temperature profile depends. The

systematic factors take into account the effects of the control rods

on the neutron flux distribution. In fact the flux profile varies

during the reactor operation according to the position of the control

rods. Correspondingly in every point of the core the flux will de

viate from nominal within certain minimum and maximum values which can

be evaluated theoretically, repeating the calculations of the flux

profile for every possible control rod position: we are then faced

with the certainty of deviations from nominal during operation and

therefore with systematic factors. In every zone there will

be a certain number of subassemblies for which these deviations are

maximum, other subassemblies however will be affected by intermediate

and minimum values of flux deviations from nominal; the occurrence

of the worst conditions for hot spot generation justat the location

at which the control rod influence is maximum is a statistical event.

Therefore we have considered this effect by assuming a systematic

factor, which takes into account the average flux deviation in the

considered zone, and a statistical uncertainty which takes into account

the difference between the actual deviations in every subassembly

and the average deviation in the zone, andthe quite statistical error

of the perturbed flux calculations.



4 6
--,

Z 0 n e 1 2 3 5 7

Nurnber of subassernb1ies (NSZ) 6 12 12 24 30 24 42

HP_rnax.power in azone 0.965 0.934 0.895 0.834 1 0.894 0.715
-rnax.power inthe core

HC rnax.coo1ant ternp.span in a zone 1 1 i 1 ]. 1 1
-rnax.coolant ternp.span in the core

H = power profile in a subassernb1y
0.0146 0.0297 0.0400 0.0505 0.0890 0.1555 0.2370

(Eq. 14)

FSYSP = systernatic power factor 1.1 1.07 1.04 1.04 1.07 1.09 1.12

-
FSYSC = systernatic ternp.span 1.1 1.07 1.04 1.04 1.07 1.09 1.12

factor

---.J
'-0

Tab1e 8 Radial Temper-at.ur-e Profile
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V.3 Uncertainties

According to Table 1, the original uncertainties for the reactor

Na-2 are reported in Table 9. In this analysis the uncertainties

have been assumed as constant among the zones, with exception of

the statistical effects of control rod position on the flux distribution,

which are reported in Table 10.

Table 10 Flux Uncertainty Due to Control Rods

1 I
Zone 1 2 3

~
4 5 6 7 II ~cr(%) I

2 2 3 I 3 2 2.5 3
I.I

From the original values of the uncertainties the standard deviations

to be assigned in the program are evaluated in the following.

V.3.1 Global uncertainties

a) Zone

Density, enrichment, flux calculation: these uncertainties act pro

portionaIlyon the whole temperature difference fuel (cladding)-inlet

coolant (Kl = 1, see Table 3). Therefore they are to be assigned

directly as relative value (Table 11).

Outer diameter: this parameter acts principally on the hydraulic

diameter,and therefore on the coolant temperature span (Kl = 2 in

Table 3). Its effect has been calculated as relative value by ~-17_7

I

C5 do

\[:;3 - 2 d- 2 'iT
DP-O 1;

Ir=; -2 (- 2
v3 p - do+3 <5do)



-
Standard deviation

Variable Nominal value
Loeal Channel Subassembly Zone Core

f"0"' s] = Cer]. '!Ciil
Density 80% o f theor. density o;S = 2 % 66 = 1 %b

Enriehment 1=21.14%;11=31.14% O'~ = 1 % e: = 1 %0.. a..

Cladding inner diameter 5.24 mm S = 0.006 mm GJi =0. 012mm
<5di

Cladding outer diameter 6 mm (Js = 0.006 mm 640 =0. 012mmdo--
Cladding thickness O.3{S mm cr: S = 0.008 mm 6t =0.008mm

. ~

Density asymmetry () o.S = 5 %So.
."... _--.

Enrichment asymmetry 0 (JS :: 2.5 %
...Q.

Fuel-clad eccentricity 0 [s :: 0.6e

Pin pitch '1.9 mm er.S = 0.05 mm ~p ::0.13 mm
I'

Pin active length 95 em 6{ ::0.5 cm

Orifiee calibration er,- :: 203 %

Neutron flux (fs :: 2.5 % ~r=,l% ~ Table 10 G"I. :: 2 %'4. (~

Power measurement fPVIt :: 2.5 %

1nlet temperature 380°C Gi, = 1 °c

Cladding critieal temp. ,?OOUC
•

1S't(" :: 7 °c

Fuel melting point 2'?00vC cr-s :: 10°C ~"'"
= 60°C

'lII

Fuel thermal conduct. 0.02'4 W/cm °c S :: 1 % rs;" = l+'5 %(>HI

Cladding thermal conduct~ 0.21 W/cm V c l = 0 ~ci :: 1 %~,t

Heat transfer clad-fuel 1.5 W/cm2 °c ~~d = 0.20W!cm2öC 20
, fSI",.tP- =0 .10W!cm C

W!cmc °c
.-

Heat transfer e1ad-sodiu n 14.5 s-~ :: 3 % G': = 3 %__hcl-(
-" -- -" - '!--(..

Sodium specifie heat ~ :: 1 %-
TEtble-2 Uncertainties for the Reactor Na-2

CD
I-'
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(The relationship between d and flow rate being not linear, the
o

deviation has been calculated at 3 ~o' then divided by 3).

Inner diameter: the effect of this parameter results to be

negligible.

Cladding thickness: This parameter acts on the temperature drop

across the cladding (Kl = 3 in Table 3), therefore it has been de-

termined for the maximum specific power

a temperature by (see Eq. 11)

~ -
()t = Xma x k (d.+d)1I

cl ~ 0

(X ) in the dimension of
max

The numerical values are given in Table 11.

The subassembly uncertainties (flux perturbation due to control rod

and orifice calibration uncertainty) can be directly assigned as

relative values (Table 11).

c) Channel

Flux (local radial): it can be directly assigned as relative value.

Pin pitch: From Ref. (17) we assume the coolant temperature span to

be proportional to (D
h)-

i, D
h

being the hydraulic diameter. Since

D
h

is proportional to the flow section (S), we can write

(41)

with Sand Os the nominal value and standard deviation of S

respectively. This holds if we assume that no mixing occurs: in

other case, it is possible to decrease 0* of a quantity corresponding
p

to mixing effects.
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Table 11 Global Uncertainties

C0.53c.l.addJ.ng SOQ1.um

IGroup! Type Fuel Cladding Hot
Uncertainties (Kl) Hot Bot Spot Channel " Unit

I Spot

I Flux calculation 1 0.02 0.02 0.02 rel. to :J.-v.
J J.

Density (Prod.Batch) 1 0.01 0.01 0.01 11 11 11

(IJ Is:: Enrichment 11 1 0.01 0.01 0.01 11 11 11
0

N ......
0.008

I

'OuterDiameter 11 2 0.008 0.008 rel.to 6';;-
c

Thickness 11 3 0.9 0.9 - °c

. Flux (control rod I I
f/) V \ 1 0.02 0.02 0.02 ff.-v.CI.l zone) rel. to
t1i J J.

.0 Orifice calibration 2 0.023 0.023 0.023 rel.to Mr;::l c
U2

I Flux (loeal radial) 1 0.01 0.01 0.01 rel.to if.- {f.
r-; J J.
(IJ Pin piteh 2 0.0146 0.0274 0.0274 r e Lv t o 611"s::
s:: c
t1i Active length 2 0.0023 0.003 0.003 rel.to MJ..s:: c

0

Measurement error I 1 0.025 0.025 0.025 rel.to ff.-if.
J J.

Sodium heat eapaeity 2 0.01 0.01 0.01 rel.to f!.{(
c

Fuel thermal
eonductivity 3 62 - - °c
Cladding thermal Iconductivity 3 0.46 0.46 - °c

\

(IJ Heat transfer
H eladding-fuel 3 11.9 - - °c
°0 IHeat transfer ! I

'- ' . - 0- -
Inlet sodium +o.wt_ t. , ,

1
0_

v'l;;;;UJi! • -r .l. .l. c

Fuel melting point 4 60 °c
Cladding critical

Itemperature 4 7 oe
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In order to apply Eq. (41), it is necessary to distinguish between

the channel arrangement for fuel hot spot and that for cladding

and hot channel.

Considering the hexagonal arrangement for the fuel (Fig. 1 and Fig. 17),

the section is given by

Äny p.has the distribution (p,&); tfierefore
1 p

applying error propagation theory we obtain:

Fig. 17 S 3 "J3 -2
3

-2 'iY= P - d 1;:2 0 (42)

"S
3 - 6"" •= - D
'f2~ p

Then we get from Eqs. (41) and (42) for fuel channel arrangement

Analogously for the triangular arrangement we get

R
f;h -2 -2 11 \~ 1

* 1 P do "8'
() = 1:. \~ , 'ßPi>- -2 ) - 1 Ip,cl 3 -2 'iT

r. d '8"L\ 4 1,./ .t"
0 .J

Moreover, it has been assumed the pitch as constant along the dis

tance between two consecutive spacer grids; therefore the final value

~' in Table 11 has been obtained as
p

*
(J' =~

p \flö

10 being the number of spacer grids.
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Active length The corresponding uncertainty has been averaged over

the number of pins in a channel arrangement with a weight corresponding

to the fractional power of each pin.

d) Core

Measurement error, sodium heat capacity These uncertainties have

been directly assigned as relative value.

The effects of fuel and cladding thermalconductivities, and heat

transfer cladding-fuel and cladding-sodium have been calculated

in the dimension of a temperature at the maximum specific power

in the core.

For inlet sodium temperature, fuel melting point and cladding critical

temperature no calculation is required, being fixed temperature

(Kl = 4)

V.3.2 Local Uncertainties

The corresponding standard deviations must be assigned as relative

specific standard deviations for the considered channel arrangement

(ß"~,ch _ item 11.4.2). The numerical values are presented in Table 12.
~

Density and enrichment: for these parameter Eqs. (18) and (18b)

hold for the fuel and cladding channel arrangements respectively.

Axial flux: it has been assumed that the same cause provoking a

deviation from nominal axial profile at a given abscissa cf a pin

will act in the same manner on all pins of a channel. Therefore in
s,ch s'

both cases G""~ a = 6"~a •

Fuel-cladding eccentricity: it has been assumed that every value of eccen

tricity within . O-and 1 (no eccentricity and eccentricity with

contact) are equally probable - (rectangular distribution.therefore

()s = L ~0.6). From Ref. (12) it follows that the power flux versus
e ~

the di~ection of minimum thermal resistance i6 ~ 5 %higher than the

nominal one. Therefore ()Sl = 0.05. As precedently stated, Citem 11.4.2)
e
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for the ehannel arrangement for fuel hot spot only the pins adjaeent

to the eonsidered one must be eonsidered: with the procedure indicated

in thederivation of Eqs. (18) and (18b) we obtain:

s,eh-f (6 SI

G"e = 9" 6"
e

s'
s, c h-xl (Je

oe =
'f3

Table 12 Loeal Uneertainties for Coolant Temperature

G'~' eh (relative value)
l.

Parameter

I
Cladding and

Fuel hot spot hot ehannel

I
I

Density 0.015 I 0.028,

Enriehment 0.008 I 0.014

Axial flux 0.025 I 0.025I

Eeeentrieity
fuel-cladding 0.013 0.028

The speeifie standard deviations for this group of uncertainties have

been calculated in the dimension of a temperature for the maximum

specifie power in the core. The numerical values are reported in

Table 13, and have been ealculated according to the following con

siderations.
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Uneertainties on loeal temperature drops

;
s ' (aC)Cf. i7.llf:,. ,max

J-d
Parameter

Fuel Cladding

Density 32.0 2.8

Density äsymmetry 8.0
..-

Enriehment 16.0 1.4

I
Enrichment asymmetry 4.0 -

IPiteh and loeal diam.
on negligible negligible

Cladding thiekness 0.9 0.9

Axial flux 40.0 1.5

Cladding-fuel
eeeentrieity - 3.0

Fuel thermal
eonduetivity 16.7 -
Heat transfer
eladding-fuel 26.5 -
Heat transfer
eladding-sodium 0.5 1.2

Fuel melting point 10.0 - I

Density and enriehment: for fuel hot spot the whole seetion of a pin
1

has been eonsidered, whereas for eladding hot spot only b of the

seetion has been taken into aeeount.

Density and enriehment asymmetry were eonsidered only for fuel

hot spot as stated at item 1.1.1.

The effeet of eladding loeal diameter and loeal piteh on h re-
el-c

sults to be negligible using the relations given in Ref. 17.

Fuel cladding eeeentrieity was eonsidered only for cladding hot spot
s'

and ealeulated as at point a) assuming ~ = 0.05.
e
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10. D.()
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VI. Analysis of the Results

VI.l Code outputs

The outputs of the program for the reactor Na-2 are presented in

the following. First the general data are printed, then the variables

and the uncertainties of every zone. For sake of briefness, only the

outputs corresponding to the zone of maximum power (zone 5) are re

ported here. From the original zone data, the program evaluates

and prints the maximum nominal temperature of every zone, together

with the äbaö ä aää o f t he rha:xiiJüürt in. t he axial profile: it ough t;

to be noted that these nominal maximum temperatures take into account

also the systematic factors FSYSP, and FSYSC. The original uncertainties

are printed together with the standard deviations calculated at the

abscissa of the maximum temperature. Taking into account the actual

value of the power and temperature span of the zone-then the program

prints the reference temperatures - that is the maximum temperatures

of fuel, cladding and coolant in the core - and the zones in which

they oceur. The standard deviations of the core uncertainties are

then calculated corresponding to the reference temperatures: for

instance, in the present example, the standard deviation of the fuel

temperature is calculated for the temperature of the zone 5, whereas

the zones 1 and 7 are considered for the cladding and coolant tempera

tures respectively.

Then the results of fuel hot spot analysis are printed and successively

those of cladding hot spot and hot channel analysis. The notation of

the intermediate variables of the reduction procedure follows the

given symbols. The hot spot factors 8Fe pFinted together\Vith their

corresponding confidence level, probability cf occurrence cf at least

one hot spot, and core maximum temperatu~es.

Then the variables of the pessimizing scheme för evaluating the

probability of n hot subassemblies are printed. At last the probability

(PROBT) that at least one subassembly exceeds the maximum temperature

corresponding to the indicated safety factor in the pessimistic model

is printed together with the probabilities that this temperature is

exceeded in exactly ~ subassemblies (n within 1 and 10). Table 14

summarizes the results for a confidence level of 97.7 %, for the

assumed hot spot length of 1 cm. The last column shows
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the ratio of the probability of two subassemblies to that ofonly

one subassembly exceeding the maximum expected temperatures in

Table 14.

Table 14 Results for Reactor Na-2

N.om.Temp. Fhs Max.expected Prob.of ex- Prob2
temperature 1 ceed. ~rit Prob1(Oe) (2.0-) (Oe

Fuel 2235 1.29 2777 9.3 % 0.4E

Cladding 640 1.27 710 10.3 % 0.39

Coolant 618 1.24 675 0 0.33

The outputs of the program are completed by diagramso Namely Fig. 18

shows the cladding hot spot factor versus confidence level. analogous

diagrams are drawn for fuel and hot channel factors. In these diagrams

the abscissa scale is divided linear in A , therefore a normal dis

tribution is represented by a straight line. Figs. 19, 20 and 21

show the exact total probability of exceeding the maximum temperature

corresponding to the hot spot factor in the abscissa (dotted curve

indicated with A , together that corresponding to the pessimistic

model and the probability of exactly 1,2,3 or 10 hot subassemblies.

At constant total failure probability there is a difference of

circa 5 X in the hot spot factor between the two models: however,

it i5 possible to assume conservatively that the ratios among the in

dividual components of the total probability are the same in both

models. The probability of exactly 1 hot suba,ssembly converges more

rapidly to that of at least one for hot channel and cladding hot spot

than for fuel hot spot. This depends upon the relative importance of

the core and subassembly uncertainties in the scheme of Fig. 9 as it

will be shown in the following.
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The last diagram in Fig. 22 resumes the whole thermal design of the

core: in thisdiagramthe nominal, critical andexpected temperatures

are reported versus the confidence level.

The computation time for this case resulted to be 1.32 minutes

(IBM 360/65).



SHOSPA-STATISTICAL HOT SOOT ANn HOTCHANNEL ANALYSIS

REAKTOR NA-2

NUJIIBER OF ZONES WITH IOENTICAl SUßASSEMBlIFS NZ= 7
NUMBER OF CHANNELS (ONS IDEREr! FOR EUH. HOT SPOT NP= 169
NUMBER OF CHANNEts CONS TOERErI FOR ClAOfHNG HOT SDOT NCl= 336

ACTIVE LENGTH Xl= 95.00 (CM)
FUEL HOT SPOT LENGTH XtSPF= 1.00 (CM)
FUEL HOT SPOTS AT HEIGHT Z NSPE= 1

TOTAL NUM~FP OE SURASS~MhLTES~$= l~n
NUMAER OE rHANNFlS IN J SURASSFMRI v NC= 31~

EXTRAPOlATFD lENGTH YlFX= 132. (r~l

CLAn"ING HOT SOOT LFNGTH xLSDr= l.n~ (rU!
ClAnnYNG HOT SPOTS AT HFYGHT Z ~l<;DrL= :3

COOlANT INlET TEMPERATURE TI= 380.00 (OC)
NOMINAL' MAXIMUM COOlANT TEMPERATURE SPAN IN CORE DTC= 212.40 (OC)
NOMINAL MAXIMUM TEMPFRATURE fllFFERENCE ClAOOING-COOtANT IN CORE f'lTCl= 5A ..60 (oC)
NOMINAL MAXI MUM TEMPERATURF {)11 FFERFNCE FUH-COOLANT IN eORF. fHE= 1623.60 (Or)

fUEL CRITICAl TEMPERATURE ITFCR= 2700 (OC)

ClAOOINGCRITYCAL TFMPERATURE YTetCR= 700 (oe)

COOLANTCRITICAl TEMPERATURE ITCCR= 880 (oe'

-.0
V1



ZONE 5

NUMBER OF SUBASSEMBllES NSZ= 30
RATlO OF ZONE MAX.SPEC.POWER TO CORE MAX.SPEC.POWER HP= 1.0000
RATIO OFZONE TOCORE MAX. TEMP. SPAN HC= 1.0000
SYSTEMATIC POWE? EACTOR FSYSP= 1.(1700
SYSTEMATTC TEMP.SPAN FACTOR FSYSC= 1.0100
(MAX. TEMP.SPAN -AVERAGE TEMP.SPAN' ''''A~ ..TEMP. SPAN -IN ASlJAASSfMBlY H=
NOH.MAX.TEMP.SPAN nTCI= 227.27 (O~,

NOH.MAX. TEMP.DIFF.• Cl AODING-COOl "NT nrci Z= 62.70 (OC)
NOM.MAX. TEM?OIFF. FUEl-COOUNT O'TFI~: 1737.25 (OC)

0.0890

NOM.MAX.ClAODING TEMP. TCIMAX= 634.02 (OC, AT HEIGHT ZCIMAX= 47.00 IrM'

NOM.MAX.fun TEMP. TFZMAX= 2235.42 (OC, AT HEIGHT IFIMAX=

ZONE lJNCERTAINTIES

3.00 (C!'!)

UNCERTAINTY .- TNPUT- HIH ClAnnING COOL ANT INPI.lT ONIT -OIlTPIIT- l"'ll"'L(rH", ,.., i\nn. (r,r-, r.nru, (~rl
------_._~---------~-----.;..------_.----'.'------------------------------------- ----_._-------- - - - - - ...._-- - - - ----_.- --- - _.• -----_.. ------. -----

FlUXCAlCUlATlON (2 PER CENT' 0.0200 0.0200 0.0200 RH. TO (T-TTl ~7.1n84 5.01104 4.5454
DEN SI TY ( P. 6 l f1 PER CHIT) 0.0100 o, oioo 0.0100 Rn.TO (T-TT' 111.5542 2.5412 2. ':'727 \l)

ENR ICHMENTf P.B) r i J)FR CENT) 0.0100 0.0100 0.0100 REl.Tn (T-"" 18.5542 2.54"2 ':'.7. 7 27 0\

OUTER OIAM. (P.6.l HYDRAlJt. 0.iD12 '~M 0.0080 0.0080 0.0080 RH. TO nTr O.t?fl(H~ 1.R1.30 1.f1UQ
THICKNESS(P.B) (0.008 MI." o.qOOO (1.9000 0.0 ( r> C' O.t?605 l".42!"R "'."l_._--------------------------_.-_._-:._-----------------------------_._...._---------------------------------------------'--------------

TOTAL ZONEUNCERTAINTY-ST.OEV.

SlJBA:SSE"'Bl Y UNCERTAINTIFc;

45. 46 tH) 6.4946 5.sr;63

UNCERTAINTY '-I NPIJT- FUEl ClAODING CnntANT INPUT UNIT -mlTj)I'T- l"'IJF!1 Cln r t 1\1:''1. t or I r nru, (1C'
----------------_._-----_._-----_.----',----_._--------_._--------------..-._-.-._._-_._------------------:------------'---------------------~--

FlUX (CdNTROt ROD)
ORlfICE ~AlIBRATION

(2. PER CENT)
«2. 3 PER CENT'

0.0200
0.0230

0.0200
0.0230

0.0200 REl.TQ (T-TI'
0.0230 RFt.TO DTr

37.1084
2'.81 t?7

5.('IR'I4
r;.2123

4.5454
'5.2272

--------------_._--------------_.---~------------------------------_._------~--------------,----------------"- --- - - - - - - --- - -- - -- -- -- - -

TOTAL SUßASSEMBlY UNCERTAINTY-ST.OFV.

CHA NNEllJNCERTUNH ES

37.2'53 7.27fl7 6.t??7'\

UNCERTAINTY '-I NPlIT- rUEt CLADOTNG cnOlANT INPUT UNH -f1tJTP"T- FUl:l"lCl CI "f1I"l.r"Cl c",nt.(f'rl

FlUX ilOCAl RADIAL) (l PER CENiT) 0.0100 0.0100 0.0100 I:lH. TO rr-r r i IB.r;o;4.? 2.541"l? 2.77';>7
PIN PITCH {D.l3 MM' 0.0146 0.0274 0.0274 RH. Tl') nr r 1.7Rqo 6.?Qt?5 ".77 71

ACTIVE LENGTH (0.5 01 I 0.0023 0.0030 0.0030 Rft..Tn nTr: f1.?R?'1 '1. 67t?Q 1"l.6R1~

TOTAL CHANNFlUNCERTAINTY-ST.DEV. lR.642 4 (,.743";\ 6.M3<:)



COOLANT LOCAL UNCERTAINTIES

UNCERTAINTY (P~L.SPECIFrC ST.DFV.l FOP FUFL HOT SPOT FOR ct.snn ING HOT SPOT FOR HOT rHM'~!F'

DENSITY
ENRICHMENT
FUEL-CLAOO.ECCENTR.
AXIAL FLUX

(2 PER CENTl
f1 PFR CENT)

(0.6.
(2.5 PER CENT}

0.0150
0.0080
0.0130
0.0250

~J. 0280
CI.0140
0.0280
(11.0250

0."21'10
0.1"1141'\
(l,07M
1"!.025,)

.._------------------------- ...._._---------...:--'---------------_._--_._._-----_.-... -_._--_....__._----_._-----------------------~------------------ ...-
lOTAL COOLANT SPECIFIC UNCERTAINTY (RH.ST.OEV.' 0.0329 O.048C? 0,,)48C?

TEMP.DROPS LOCAL UNCFRTAINTIES

UNCERTAINTY-SPEC.ST.OEV. roct "'"JNPUT:.;;;.'1=UR HOT SPOT curm.HOTSJ10T- "'"OUTPtlT- FUFL HI1Tsoor cct\n". HGT SPOT'
.._-----------_._-_._-------_._---_.._-- ...:------------------------_._--_._------_._---------.--------------------------------_._----------_._-

_._------- ...-_._--_._-----------_._----_._--_._--_._----_._~-------_._---_._-----------------------.-._--~----.----------------------------------
TOTAL TEMP.OROPS SPECIFIC UNCFRTAJNTY-ST.OEV. (OCl-

DENSITY (2 PER CENT.
OENS.TY ASYMM. (5 PER CENT l
ENRICHMENT (1 PER CENT)
ENR tCHMENT ASYMM. (2.5 PER CENn
ClADO.TH1CKNESS ' 10.008 MMl
AXIAL flUX 12.5 PER CENT'
CLADO~FUEl ECCENTR. (0.6.
FUH THERMAL CONDUCT.{ 1 PER CENT l
HEAl TRANSFEW CLAon.FUEL O.20W/CM2-0C
HeL-SOD. (3 PER CENn

32.0000
fl.OOOO

16.0000
4.0000
0.9000

40.0000
0.0

16.7000
26.5000

0.5000

2.8000
0.0
1.4000
0 ..0
0.9000
1.5000
3.0000
0.0
0.0
1.2000

34.2400
8.5600,

17.1 200
4.2800
t'l.Q630

42.qOOI')
o.n

17.86C?O
7.8.350;0

!'}."'350

67.1R?O

2. C/QMl
o./')
1.4980
o. ')
(I. 963t'l
1.61'150
3.210"1
(1.1'1
"l.')
1.21'14')

'5.1649
\b
-...J

I

L.OCALUNCERTAINTI ES ON CRIT ICALTEMI~ERATURES :FOR FUEt= 10.00oo(oe) FORCLMIDTNG= (1.0 P\(" ,



FOR FUEl HOT SPOT THE REFERENCE ZONE IS THF 70NE 5
THE REF.FUEl TEMPERATURE IS 2235.42 (OC)

'=OR <:tAOOING HOT SPOT THE REfERENtE lO~E 1S THE ZONE 1
THE REF.CLAOD1NG TEMPERATUPEIS 640,16 (OCl

FOR HOT CHANNEl THE REFERENCE ZONE IS THE ZONE 7
1rHE REfERENCETEMP.SPAN IS 237.89 (OC)

CORE UNCERTAINTIES

VNCERTAINTY -INPlJT- FUEl ClA001NG CDOLANT INPUT UNIT -O!JTPIJT- FlIFUGr, I",~!')!").("n C1m.(or,
...~-------------------_._-------_._,-_._,.;.._ .....:--;----,----------------.--------;_......__._-----------_._--------- .....----_._----'-------------_.__._-------

·MEASUREMENT ERftOR (2.5 PER CENT) 0.0250 0.0250 0.0250 PH. TO (T'-Tt) 46.~q55 6.51"3C! 5.9472
SODIUM HEAT CAPACITY Cl PEP CENT) 0.0100 0.0100 0.0100 RFl.TD OTC 1.27M 2.329q 2.37M
FUEl THERMALCOND. (4.5 PER CENn 62.0000 0.0 0.0 (0C) 66.1709 0.0 o.f'l I.D
CLAUD.THERMAl COND. n PER CENT» 0.4600 0.4600 0.0 fOC) 1').4009 'G. 2J 34 o.n oo
HEAllRANSFER CL~FUEL 0.10 W/CM2-0C 11.<)000 0.0 0.0 (OC) 12.70116 o.n 0.0
HEATTRAN$fER Cl-SODWM (3 PFR CENn 0.5000 0.5000 0.0 (Oe) !'l.5336 0.231° G.')
INLEl SODIUM TEMP. 1 oe 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 (oc i 1 .0OM 1. norl') 1. nOfn
Fun MElTING POINT 60 OC 60.0000 0.0 0.0 (OC) 60.000') G.O o.n
ClADO.CRITICAl TEMP. 7 oe 0.0 7.0000 0.0 u)e) 0.0 7.(lOr'l,) 11.0

...__._-----'--------------_._----_._-----'.._-------,_._._-------------------_..._--_._----_._._----,---------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _._._- - - - -
TOTAL tORE UNCERTAINTY -ST.DEV. 101.461Q 11.890A 6.482 0



FUEl HUT SPOT ANALYSIS

All TEMPERATURES,MEANSANfl sr .rH:VUTIOfllS ARE EXPRESSFOIN OC

ZONE NSCZ' TNOM NSl'EQ SSPEQ SCHEQ MCHEQ NCHEQ SCHEO* SSAFO "'ISI\FQ SlOFO M?I':'FO
--------------------,......_------_._-_ ..------..-_._---------------_ .... ------..-..... _----------- .... _.__._------.':""'.-------_._---_._-------------- --_._-----

1 6 22250091 17.410 63.. 269 48 ..896 ill.704 85.606 45.967 47.057 222.382 58.6'51 ?8n.27~

2 12 2121.053 17.427 59.651 46.104 105.342 47.409 42'.877 44.Cl36 1<)0.1a? 54.094- no. "7'
3 12 2006.554 17.454 55.663 43 ..027 98 ..340 35.284 40.015 55.825 un.13° 57.4-05 269.0211
4 24 19030922 17.463 51.882 40.139 91.673 27.842 37.330 52.49fl lfl'5.255 52.232 21'.'5.407
'5 30 2235.420 11.408 63.764 49.261 112.575 15.<:J14 45.813 4<:1.756 1 Q1.572 56.763 2<)1.2"4-
6 24 2082.981 17.443 58.201 45,,000 102.807 9.069 41.850 53.232 163.5lCl 55.792 265. (')7~

1 42 1805.733 17.454 48.038 37.236 84.869 5.887 34.630 50.<:165 127.106 53.118 236.126___. . ..... . .__.---oi-- ......- __..... , . .... _.... ..... -.__. .. . _

REF. ZONE
5

REFeTEMPe
2235.4199

NZOEQ
1.6506

MZOE<)
291.2041

SZOEQ*
56. lC~53

MCORF
313.7588

Sf.DP F
114 .. l('l(H

PROB.Of EXCEEOING CONFIDENCE lEVEL FH'S MA x, TP'"

'-D
I.Q

----------------------------~------~.....----------,----_._._----_ ...._-----_...... _-_._.__ ._--_ .... -_.- ....- .... _.__.---
O.500000E 00 «O.OS IGMA , O.SQOOME 00 1.1691 ;:~549.18

0.308540E 00 (Oe5S1GMAl O.691460E 00 1.1999 2'606.23
0,,158658E 00 (l.OSIGMA) 0.841342f 00 1.2306 1'663.2«:)
0.668097E-01 { 1.55 IGMA , O.933190F 00 1.2614 2'720.34
O.221515E-01 (2.0SlGMA' O.917248E 00 1.2921 2'777.40
0.621021E-02 (2.5S1GMA) 0.993190E 00 1.3229 2'834.45
O.135005E-Ol (3.0SIGMA) 0.998650F 00 1.3536 2891.50
O.232691E'-03 (3.5SIGMA) O.999761E 00 1.3844 2:948.<;6
0.316501E-04 (4.0SIGMA) O.999968E 00 .1.'+151 3005.61

THE PROBA8IlITY OF EXCEEDING THE CRITICAl TfMPERATURE ( 2700 oel 15-0.09313202



EVALUATION OF THE NUMBER OF HOT SUBASSFMßLIFS

ALL SUBASSEMBLIES ARE ASSUMEO tOENT1:CAl TO THOSE IN THf ZONE 1

SUBASSEMBlY DISTRIBUTION -MEAN: 2a2~3823 ST.OEV.= 47.0565
GLOBAl: DISTRIBUTION -MFAN= 59,.4436 ST~OEV.= 107.4306

FACTOR· PROBT PROBI P'ROB2 PROB3 PR084 PROB5 PROfIr, PROfl7 PRORS PRORe) I)pnRl~

_..-.-_~~ .._--------~._-----------_._.--~-,'------_""'_---_'----------------~_. __._---_.''"!'''---------------------------------------------,....-----.... ---
1.1691 0.802f 00 0.419E~01 0.260E-Ol 0 ..195E-Ol 0.1591:-01 0.1361:-01 O.119F-0l 0.1071:-01 O.975F-O? 0.8991=-') 2 O.A36F-02
1.\814 0.739E 00 0.488E-Ol 0.294E-01 0.217E-Ol 0.1751:.-01 0.1481:-01 O.129F-Ol 0.115F-01 0.104F-r'1l O.C)55F-02 1). 883F-(l2
1.\937 0.667E 00 O~ 54~E-Ol O.318E-Ol O.231E-01 O.184E-OI 0.1541:-01 O.144F-Ol O.IU~r:-Ol 0.106F-Ol O.969r-o? D. !!92F-O?
1.~060 0.588E 00 0.579E-Ol 0.330E-01 0..236F-Ol O.185F-Ol 0.154E-(11 1). 132F-Ol O.116F-m O.104-E-rH 0.940F-02 0.861F-02
1.?183 0.505E 00 0.5901:-01 0.327E-01 0 ..229E-Ol 0.178E-Ol 0.147E-rn 0.125E-Ol O.109F-Ol ·O.96RF-02 0.8721=-02 0.79'51=-02
l.a306 0.422E 00 0.576E-Ol 0.310E-Ol 0.214E-Ol ·0.164E-Ol O.134F-Ol O.113F-01 0.9771=-02 O.864F-02 0.7741=-02 O.11}21=-"2
1.2429 0.3431: 00 0~539E-Ol 0.281F.-Ol 0.191E-01 0.144E-Ol . O.1l6F.-Ol 0.915F-02 O.839F-02 0.737E-02 O.6'i6F-1'l2 O.5Q2E-n2

1.2552 0.270E 00 0.482E'"'01 0.244E-Ol 0.162E-Ol 0.1221:-01 0.970E-02 0.8061:-02 O.6S<>F-02 1}.601E-02 0.532F-')2 1'l.478F-02
1.2675 0.205E 00' 0.412E-Ol 0.202E-Ol O.132E-01 0.979F-02 O.773E-02 0.6371:-02 O.54t)F-02 ".468'::-02 O.4l:3E-1)2 O.369F-t"?
1.~798 0.151E 00 0.3381:-01 O.160E-01 0.. 1031:-01 0.153E-02 0.589E-02 0.481E-Ol 0.405F-02 O.349F-02 0.306F-!)?' O.212F-O? 4-'

o
1.2921 0.107E 00 0.265E-.01 0.122E-Ol 0.770E-02 0.5541:-02 O.429F-C!2 0.348F-02 o, ,HHF-02 0.2491=-02 0.217E-02 O.Ic)21=-02 0
1.3044 0.7411:-01 0.1l99E-01 0.885E-02 0.549E-02 0.390E-02 O.299E-02, 0.2401:-02 O.19t:lI=-Q2 0.170F-02 0.1471=-02 n.l?9F-0?
1.3i67 0.486E-Ot 0.143E-Ol 0.615E-02 0.374F-OZ 0.263E-02 0.199E-02 0.159F.-02 0"1311=-02 0.111 !:;-O;'.'''''; o, c)52F-1)3 O.PDE-tB
1.3290 0.310.E-Ol 0.987E-02 0.408E-02 O.244E-02 0.169E-OZ O.127E-02 0.1001:-02 0.820f-03 0.689F-03 o.r;QOF-03 ~.tn3F-rn

1.3413 0.190E-01 0.650E-02 0.260E-02 O.152E-02 0.104E-02 O.774F.-03 O.606F-03 0.4921=-03 O.410F-03 O.349F-03 "I.3r;1?F-n3
1.3536 O.H2E-OI 0.411E-OZ 0.158E-02 0.909F.-03 O.613'E-03 O.451E-03 0.350E-03 0.2821:-03 0.234F-03 O.It)8F-03 O.170F-rn·
1.3659 0.636E-02 0.248E-02 0.919E-03 0.518E-03 0.345E-03· 0.251E-03 O.193E-03 O.155F-03 O.12 7F-03 0.107F-l)3 O.917F-Q4-
1.3782 O.347E-02 0.144E-02 0.512E-03 0 ..283E-03 0.1861=-03 0.145F-03 O.102E-03 0.810E-04 O.663F-04 0.555F-04 O.47?F-04
1.~905 0.'18ZI:"'02 0.796E-03 0 .• 273E-03 0 ..1481:-03 0.955E-04 0.680f-04 O.515F-04 O.406F.-04 0.3301;'-04 0.7. 74F.-f)4 :>.7.321;-04-
1.4028 O.917E-03 0.423E-03 0.139E-03 0.737E-04 0.471E-04 O.332E-04 0.249E-04 O.1Cl5E-Q4 O.151F-Q4 0.131F-,)4 l).109F-04
1.4151 O.443E-03 O.215E-03 O.677F-04 O.352F-04 O.l2IE-04 0.1541=-04 0.115E-04 O.892F-OI5 (l.71I:jF-or; O.5RR!=-05 O.492t:-OIi

-------------------_._----------~---_..._---_._------_ ....----_._--------------_._--_._-------.'_._----------.-------------_._-----_._-------'--------



CLADDING HOT SPOT ANALYSIS

All TEMPERATURES,MEANS AND ST.OEVIATION~ ARE EXPRESSEO 1M OC

ZONE NSfZ) TNOM NSPFQ SSPEO SCHFO MCI-lEQ NCHEO SCHFQ* SSAFO MSHO S7m::n Mlm~o

-----------_._._-_._-------_._---------"'.-------_._---_._----------_._----_.._-----_._-------_._---_._------------------------------_ ..._---------
1 6 640.156 21.482 2.835 1.209 '5.. 272 119.211 6.176 8.514 23.321') 9.483 33.794
2 12 632.211 19.621 2.685 6.999 4.88'5 lO2.1 Cl4 6.509 8.316 ZO. 'nl R.91'; 34.1 Q1

3 12 624.102 17."527 2.391 6.163 4.228 76.379 6.Z90 Q.165 1 q. 114 9.550 34.644
4 24 622.417 14.125 2.264 6.741 3.822 60.810 6.269 9.749 IP.129 9.1Q2 36.72Q
5 30 634.020 23.795 2.840 7.027 5.408 34.160 6. '53 "i 8. '51't 18.845 8.717 35.89'+
6 24 635.809 1"7.477 2.503 7.088 4 .. 424 19.655 6.5c)Z Cl.53l 16.422 9. 'H '5 :3 4;. "f\~

7 42 637.717 1().647 2.041 7.P:r3 3.135 13.052. 6.690 10.661 14.046 10.430 36.852
------------_._-_._-----------------_..._--------_._-----------_._-----_ .... _----_ ...._------_.__._-------...--------------------------...----------

PROB.Of EXCEEOING CONFTDFNCF LEVEL

REF.ZONE
1

REF.TEMP.
640.1560

NZOEQ
3.7394

MZfJEQ
33.1939

SZlJEO*
10.0630

,",CORE'
43.392Jl

FHS

scnR F
12.9936

MIIX.TFM()

t

I-l
o....

0.500000E 00 (O.OStGMA t O.500000E 00 1.1668 (,83.55
0.308540E 00 (0.5STGMAl 0.691460E 00 1.1918 6<:)0.04
0.158658E 00 (1.0SIGMAl 0.841342E 00 1.2167 6<16.54
0.668097E-Ol (1.5SIGMA) 0.933190f 00 1.2417 703.04
0.2215151:.-01 (2.0STGMAI 0.9772481: 00 1.2667 70Q.54
0.621021E-02 /2.5S1GMA) O.993790E 00 1.2917 716.03
0.135005E-02 (3 .os IG~M t 0.9986501:. 00 1.3166 722.53
0.232697E-03 (3.5SIGMA) 0.99Q767E 00 1.3416 729.(\3
O.316501E-04 (4.0SIGMA) 0.999968F 00 1.3666 735.'52

THE PROBABIlITV OF EXCEEDING THF CRITTCAl TEMPEP~TURE ( 1000('1 IS=0.102.73242



E'\IAlUATION Or- THF NlmBER OE HOT SUBASSEI'lBlIES

ALL SURASSEMBLIES ARE ASSUMED InfNTTr~L TO THOSE TN THE ZONE 1

SUBASSEMBLY DISTRIBUTION -qEAN= 23.3198 ST.DEV.= 8.5138
GLOBAL OYSTRIBUTlfON -MEAI\I= 8.,7458 sr.nev,.- 11.1721

fAnop. PROBT PROBI J>ROR2 flPOß3 PPOfJt, 1l'IHlf\5 PROB6 PPfHH PfHlf1A PPOflQ PRO" 111

1 e 1668 Oc831E 00 0.6531"-01 0.442E-Ol O.3It4E~Ol O.286E···Ol 0.2 /,7E-Ol O.21fJF-Ol n.197f'-01 ('1.1791"-01 O.16<;F-Ol '1.1 <;~IO-I'l'

l"HM Oe 169E 00 O.783E-Ol O.505F-Ol 0.3821::-01 0.311 F·-Ol 0.264E-Ol 1).23010-01 0.2041"-01 "'.1 p4r-f')1 C'.16fl1'"-,)1 "1.154 10- 11 1
1.1868 0" 696E 00 0.8921."-01 0.549E-Ol O.lt02F-OI 0.3201""01 0.267E-Ol 0.22910-01 0.2011=-01 O.17QF-Cn fI.161 r - '11 '.14 7F-e)l
1 .. 1%8 006 J.!,E 00 0.CJ61E-Ol 0.5661"-01 O"it03F-CH Oe313F-01 O.256F-Ol O.216F-e')1 O. J 1l7F-0l O.165F-Cn 0.1471=-')1 ".13"-,F-Ol
102061 0.5271: 00 O.998E-r)1 0.554(=-01 0" 382[-01 O.290F··Ol 0.2331"-('1 o. 194~'-rn 0.166F-('\J "'.J441=-1'\1 0.1271"-111 fI.ll'tr-fil
1.,2161 0.,43'9E 00 0.979E-01 0.,515E-01 0.3.1\41:-01 O.255F-Ol O.?Cl1E-Ol 0.1651=-01 O.13C1F-Ol 0.11°1"-01 O.104F-')J O.O?~I'"-O?

1,,2261 O.35f~F 00 0.'915[-01 Oo455F-Ol 0.,294F-Ol 0 .. 213F··Ol o.165F-0l O.13~F-Ol n.1JIF-fn 1'l.939F-O? o, All F-n "'.7] "')F-0;>
1,,2361 0 e 21SE 00 O.813E-01 O.382F-01 O.239F-0l 0.1681"--01 0.1281"-01 (').10210-01 O.834F-O? 1'l.7"1")''"-(12 fI.5<)f\F-"l? (I.<;1 0F-n?

1.,2 it 61 0.207E 00 O.690F-Ol 0.3041"-01 0.1841"-01 0.1211"-01 0.9441"-02 O.73IlF-02 0.5971"-02 O.49<;r-o? 0.41~F-"I2 fI.~'5ol=-f\? l-'
1..2561 001491: 00 0.555E-01 O.230F-Ol O. D4E-f)1 O.904E-02 0.660F-02 O.50ßF-!'l2 O.4n5F-M f).~31F-O? 0.?77F-02 ".?~51=-f)? (')

1.. 2661 0 .. 104E 00 o..426E- 01 0 .. 1661"'-01 O.'932F-02 0 .. 6121"-02 O.438F-()7 O.33H-07 O.260f-n2 ".2111'-0::> n.1741O-r\2 1'l.14610-02 N

1.2167 0 .. 696E-01 0.311E-01 0.113E-Ol O.614F-02 0.3931"-02 O.276F-02 0.70510-07 0.1'5<)1'"-02 O.127F-n2 0.10410-07 '.P64F-n':\
1.2867 O.447E-01 0.217E-01 0.135E-02 O..384E-02 0.;;>391"-02 0.1641"-02 0.12010-02 O.O]qF-O~ fl.1?";I=-01 n, '5gf,F -1)3 0.4P3F-0':\
1.2967 Q.276E-01 0.1441"-01 0.4541"-02 0.2281:-02 0.1381"-02 009301"-03 f).670F-Q3 0.5041"-03 o; ~03F-Cn 11. ':\ 141"-')3 ".?"ij',r-03
1.3066 001631'0--01 o .91ftf. -02 0.266E-02 0$1281"-02 O.7'HH::·'·03 O~500E-03 O.354f-(J~ O.262f.-('l3 O. ?O?F-r)'" 0.15o.F-G3 r'I.120F-O~

1.3166 O.927E--02 0.552E-02 0 e 148E-02 0.6861"-03 O.39i~F-03 O.25'5F-O'3 1).17710-03 0.129F-0'3 ('\.OP3P-04 0.768F-')4 n.613F-('!+
1.3266 O0505E-02 O.318E-02 O.785E-03 O.3 i}8E-03 0.195F-03 O.123F-03 0.84110-04 ('\.6n6F"-n4 0.4'5'tf--04 0.3'501=-'14 ".277F-('.4
1,,3366 Cl 0 264E--02 o.l75E-02 0.395[-03 001681"-03 O.'H2f:·-04 O.564·f-04 0.37910-04 O.269F-04 0.190"'-('14 ~.152F"-D4 1'l.11C1r:-Or,
1.3466 O.132E-02' O.'92U:-03 O~189F-03 0.769[-04 O~406E:··04 O.2 /t'5F-t)4 0.162F-04 0.1131=-04 0. 826F-f)'i 0.6?3F-05 (').4A2F-('\5

103566 0.631F-03 0.463[-03 O.859F-04 O.334F-04 O.I71f-04 O.lOU:-04 0.656E-05 O.451F-O'5 Oe":\2Sr-O"l 0.242F-'J5 ".lR6!=-O'5
t , 3666 0.2941:-03 0.2221"-03 Oe 372F-04 0.138E-04 0.6841:--05 O.396F.-05 0.75210-05 D.lllr-o"l n.121r:-"" t'1."Q5E-')6 "'.67RF-"'~



HOT CHANNEt ANALYSIS

All TEMPERATURES,MEANS ANO ST.nEVIATIONS ARE EX?REssr:n IN OC

ZONE NSf Zl TNOM NSl)EQ SSl)F.Q SCHEO MCHft) NCHFC! SCHFO* 5SAFO MS~,FO S7 n r= o Mznr-o
-------------------------------_.._------------------------------------------------,------------------------------------------------

1 6 613.640 0.0 0.005 6.851 0.0 181.464 6 ..44(\ 8.106 11.241 R.R12 27.21 C)

2 12 601.268 0.0 0.005 6.664 0.0 109.370 6.197 7.927 15.46"1 8.289 ?fl. n71

3 12 600.896 0.0 0.005 6.477 0.0 82 ..007 6.024 q.182 14-.412 R.864 ::>q."""
4 24 600.896 0.0 0.005 6.477 0.0 65 ..00"i 6.024 9.2N1 11.8C/7 8.569 31.464
5 30 607.268 0.0 0.005 6.664 0.0 36.886 6.1q1 R.082 12. 0 3 'i 8.rl47 29.11 0

6 24 611.516 0.0 0.005 6.788 0.0 21.111 6.313 9.031 11.,,91 8.(,63 28.971
1 42 611.888 0.0 0.005 6.975 (J.O 13.855 6.487 10.163 In.7,,<;, C/.79° 3::>.50"

--------------------_ ......--------....._--:--_._--_.....------------------------------------_._--------------_._--------------------------_._---

REf.ZONE
7

REF. TEMP.
611.8879

NZOEQ
1.5619

MZOFQ
32.5060

SlOEQ*
9.5068

MCOP",
35 ..<1294

SC"'~ E
1l.lH13

PROB.OF EXCEEOING CONFIOFNCElEVEL FHS MAX .. TE"!'

l-'
Cl
VI

0.500000E 00 I O.OS IGMAl O.500000E 00 1.1510 653. El2
0.308540E 00 (0.5SIGMA) 0.691460F 00 1.1142 659.32
0.158658E 00 (1.0SIGMAl O.841342E 00 1.1913 664.83
O.668091E-Ol (1.5SIGMM 0.933190E 00 1.2205 670.33
O.227515E-Ol (2.0SIGMAl O.971248F 00 1.2436 675.84
0.621021E-02 ( 2.5SIGMAl 0.9Q3790E 00 1.2668 681.35
0.135005E-02 (3.0SICMAl 0.998650E 00 1. 28t:Jl9 686.85
O.232697E-03 (3.551GMAl 0.999761F. 00 1.3130 692.36
O.316501E-04 (4.0S IGMAl 0.999968E 00 1.3362 6<17.86

THE PROBABILITY OF EXCEEOING THE CPITICAL TEMPERATURE ( 880 oe) 15=0.0



EVALUATION OF THE NUMBER OF HOT SUBASSEMBlIFS

,ALL SUBASSEMBLIES ARE AS$UMF.O IOENTICAL TO THOSE IN THF lONE 7

SUeASSEMBlV DISTRiBUTION -MEAN= 10.7650 sr.OI=V.= 10.1635
GLOBAL OISTRIßUT.ION -MEAN= 9.3246 ST.OEV.= 8.5269

FACTOR PROBT PROBI PROß2 PPOB3 PROß4 p~n85 O~m\6 PPr'llH l)IH.,P8 !>~n~q DPI"H 0-------'--------------------_._---------------_._-------------_._-----_._-------_._-----_._-----------------------------'".._---~--_.-
1.1510 0.879E 00 0.797E-01 0.620F-Ol 0.514F.-Ol 0.44IE-Ol 0.3871=.-01 1"1. 34'H:-Ol 0.31 H=-Ol O.283F-Ol o, ?60~-nl O.23Clf=-''ll
1.1603 0.825E 00 0.101E 00 0.733E-01 0.580E-Ol 0.480E-01 0.409E-01 O.356f.:-01 0.314F-01 1"I.28~F-Ol O.25?F-'H 'l. n8~-(,'!l
1.1695 0.758E 00 0.121E 00 0.816f-Ol 0.615E-Ol 0.491E-01 0.4061=-01 O.344f=-OI O.2 cHF-OI O.2MJ':-Ol O.22ql"-Ol 'l.2('1~F-Ol

1.1788 0.679E 00 0.136E 00 0.8'55E-01 0.614E-01 0.472f-01 0.378E-Ol O.312f:-Ol 0.263f=-Ol 1).2261=-01 0.1961:-01 ".I72I=-(H
1.1881 0.592E 00 0.146E 00 0.845E-01 0.575E-01 0.426f-Ol 0.331E-Ol 0.266E-Ol 1"I.?lClF-Ol O.184F-I')1 0.157F-!H O.135F-0'
1.1913 0.499E 00 0.147E 00 0.786E-Ol 0.508E-Ol 0.36IE-Ol 0.272E-01 0.213f'-01 O.l71F-Ol O.141F-rl! 0.118F-")1 "l.C)98F-O?
1.2066 0.408E 00 0.141E 00 0.6139E-Ol 0.421E-0l O.287E-Ol 0.210E-01 O.160F-0l. 0.I26E-01 O.ll"llF-I'H 0.83"F-"2 ".6C)1F-:-0?
1.2158 0.321E 00 0.128E 00 0.569E-Ol 0.329E-01 0.2151:-01 0 ..152E-Ol O.112~:-Ol 0.863E-02 O.68IF-02 O.548E-(l2 'l.44C)F-02
1.2251 0.244E 00 O.llOE 00 0.4~+3F.-01 0.2411:-01 0.1511:-01 0.1031:-01 O.744F-02 0.5571:-02 0.43')1=-02 0.331)1=-1'l2 ".2731:-02

"'""1.2344 0.178E 00 0.895E-Ol 0.326E-01 0.167E-01 0.1001:-01 0 ..659E-02 O.46lF.'-02 0.3371=-02 0.2'5'5F-02 0.1971:-02 o , 156E-02 Cl
1.2436 0.125E 00 O.693E-01 0.226E-Ol 0.108E-Ol 0.6221:-02 0 ..396E-02 O.269f.'-02 0.1921=-02 0.142F-"2 O.107F-()2 0.83'51:-03 ~

1.2529 0.8431:-01 o .509E-01 0.148E-01 0.664E-02 0.363F.-02 0.223E-02 O.147f.'-02 0.102F-02 O.738E-03 O.550F-r,3 "l.41C)I:-03
1.2621 0.547E-01 0.356E-01 0.912E-02 0.3831:-02 0.2001:-02 0 ..118F-02 0.755F.-03 O.!H2F-03 n, ':\61 1"-1')3 0.263F-')3 ').1Q'7F-O':\
1.2714 0.341E-Ol 0.237E-01 0.5:321:-02 0.208E-02 0.103E-02 O..587E-03 0.3641"-03 0.240F-03 O.lMF-rn O.11C)I=-03 ".8711"-04
1.2806 0.204E-01 0.151E-Ol 0.293E-02 0.106E-02 0.50IE-03 0 ..274F-03 0.1651':-03 0.1061=-03 0.7141"-04 o, C; OOf=-f'l4 0.%11"-(\4
1.2899 O.117E-Ol 0.914E-02 0.153E-02 0.511E-03 0.229E-03 O..120E-03 O.700F-04 0.4381"-04 "l.28QE-04 0.198F-04 O.14flE-M
1.2992 O.651E-02 0.529E-02 0.751E-03 0.232E-03 O.983F-04 0.496E-04 O.280E-04 O.170E-04 0.10C)l=-04 0.7341"-15 l").510F-"e;
1.3084 0.347E-02 0.294E-02 0.350E-03 0.9891"-04 0.397F-04 O.ICJ2E-04 D.I05F-04 0.6201"-05 0.':\891"-05 0.25(,1"-1')5 1.'74F-1"\5
1.3117 O.179E-02 0.156E-02 O.154E-03 0.398E-04 O.151E-04 O..700F-015 O.369E-OC; 0.2121=-05 0.1':\'1=-0C; O.Q3'5E-1)6 "I. C;C;qJ:-M
1.3269 0.888E-03 0.797E-03 0.6It4E-04 O.151E-04 0.539E-05 0 ..240E-0'5 0.1221':-0"5 O.682F-06 0.4')71"-0(, /').2561"-')6 1).168F-06
1.3362 O.425E-03 0.3911=.-03 O.2!5SE-04 0.542F-05 O.182E-05 0 ..772E-06 O.319F-06 O.206f=-06 0.12('''=-06 O.736F-n7 n.47? F- (' 1--------------_.. -_......_--------_ .._---------------------------_...._-~--_._-------_._._--------_ ....._-------------------------,..._--------
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V1.2 1nfluence of spot length

Fig. 23 shows the hot channel and hot spot factors at a confidence

level of 20 (97.7 %) as a function of the assumed spot length (1 ).
s

As stated at item 11.4.4, the hot channel factor does not depend

upon 1 • The dependence of the fuel hot spot factor on 1 is larger
s s

than that of the cladding hot spot factor: this indicates that the

local uncertainties are more important for the fuel than for the

cladding (see next item). The very high values of the hot spot

factors for little 1 can be explained by taking into account that
s

for 1 ~ 0 both the number of spots as the local standard deviation
s s

(~) tend to infinite. Such large factors are however not to be
Yl
ex~ected in reality: in fact for

ductivity plays a not negligible

and cladding temperature, moreover the local standard deviation in

any practical cases will tend to a certain finite maximum value rather

than to the theoretical infinite value as assumed.

Although some doubts might still exist on the assumed value of the

uncertainties, which should be subject to futther research for a

better assessment, some conclusions can be drawn for the safety

of the thermal design of a reactor such as Na-2. As it results from

Fig. 23, the critical temperature of the fuel is expected to be

reached - at 97.7% confidence level, which, referred to the whole

reactor, might be a quite acceptable one - by a length of circa 2 cm:

taking into account the actual behaviour of the fuel with the formation

of the central channel and the consequent decreasing of the nominal

temperature, the safetyof such a ! fuel thermal design can be

considered satisfactory. For the cladding, however, it must be

observed that the critical temperature 700 oe is expected to be ex

ceeded also by very large cladding lengthSj moreover the cladding safety

is decreased by the occurrenceof hot spots of little sizej therefore

it is advisable to modify the thermal design in such a way that the

nominal maximum temperature cf the cladding in the core will be de

creased of circa 10 - 15 oe.
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VI.3 Influence of the different groups of uncertainties

As already stated, one of the main improvements that the present

method gives to hot spot analysis is the possibility of apreeise

assessment of the influenee of any uneertainty on the total un

certainty in the maximum temperatures. This assessment allows the

designer to ehoose the parameters for whieh better tolerances must

be required in order to obtain a better performance of the reactor.

Sinee the most limiting uncertainties within every group of un

certainties are of immediate determination, it was examined the

influenee of the different groups of uncertainties on the hot spot

factors. Namely, the standard deviation of the core uncertainties

(~ ) was put equal zero; correspondingly the new value of the hotc
spot factors were calculated. The consequent decreasing of the hot

spot factors indicates which is the maximum possible advantage,

which can be expeeted if the core uneertainties were aetually zero.

The same procedure was followed for the other types of uneertainties.

The results are reported in Table 14 for fuel temperature and in

Table 15 for cladding temperature. In this tables a spot length of

1 cm was assumed and the factors are given at 97.7 % eonfidenee level.

From Table 14, it results that the groups of uneertainties whieh

are the most limiting for high power rating in respects to fuel

temperature are the core and the loeal uneertainties: in fact if

~ were zero the hot spot factor would be redueed by about 7 %, and
e

if ~ were zero, it would be reduced by about 10 %, whereas negligible
r

reductions would be provoked, if the other uncertainties were zero.

It is also to note that the loeal uneertainties are more limiting than

the core uneertainties, although the value of loeal standard deviation

(3.4 % of the maximum temperature differenee ~-~) is 2 % lower than

the core standard deviation (5.5 %).

This results, as already stated in L-1_7 , confirms that the more im

portant uneertainties are those which have a larger number of in

dependent oceurrencesj eonsequently the usually adopted semistatistical

methods, which assume the uneertainties aeting on a whole core as de

terministic oneS,are clearly wrong.



Reactor Na-2
1 :::: 1 cm

s

total st.dev. (OC)

total st.dev.

(% of ~f-&i)

r zon~~ --T·~u~-aSSemblY
----------------- ~ ---~----~ -- -----~

!
Core Channel Local ~

!
(') == 101. 5 I "z = 45.5 I ",; = 37.2 ! o-ch :::: 18.6 S- :::: 63.3 Ic r

I

5·5 I 2.4 I 2.0 1.0 3.4 I

Fhs for e: = 0 (97.7%)

(Actual Fhs = 1.29 )

Expected max.ternp.
for 0=0 (oC)

(Actual max.temp.
2777 (97.7%) )

Nominal tempo 2235

1.225

2654

1.277

2750

1.271

2'738

1.286

2766

1.186

2580

I-'
I-'
\.N

Axial flux 39

Density 32

Heat transfer
Cladd. ·-fuel

26

18

Flux(local
r ad , )

I I ~._. t

F1ux(Control
Rod) 37

18

*(Production
bateh)

18

Enrichment*

• 3{
Denslty

Flux Calcul.
37

46

Fuel melting point

60

Fuel therm.conduct.
66

Main uncertainties

(st.dev. °C)

l
• I Po••r measurement

. I

Table 14 Influence of the different groups of uncertainties on fuel hot spot facto!'



Tab1e 15 Inf1uence of the different groups of uncertainties on c1adding hot spot factor

Reactor Na-2
Core Zone Subassemb1y Channel Loeal

1 :::: 1 em
s

-
total st.dev. (oC) 6' :: 9.9 G' :: 6.6 () :: 7.5 () :::: 6.9 (J :: 2.8

e z s eh . r

total st.dev.
3.8 2.5 2.9 2.7 LI

(% of ~1-;J.)e 1
,

F
h s

for ()=O (97.7%)
1.2)32 1.242 1.215 1.215 1.248

~etual Fhs=1.27)

Expeeted max.temp.
for Q::O (oC)

Nom. tempo 640 700 703 696 696 705

(Aetual max.temp.
710 (97.7%) )

Cladd.crit.temE· Flux Ca1eul. 5 F1ux (Control Rod) PitJ. Pitch 6 Eecentrieity

7 * 1.6Main Uncertainties Density 5

Power measurement 2.6 Orifice ca1ibratioh Density 1.6

(St.dev. °C) 6.5 Enrichment* 5

2.6

*(Production
bateh)

I-'
I-'
+-
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Moreover the previous statistieal methods give an errated assessment

of the importanee of the singular uncertainties, beeause they treat

all uneertainties in the same way and therefore the influenee of the

singular uneertainties depends only on the value of thisstandard

deviation and not on the number of their independent occurrenees.

From Table 15, it results that the most important uneertainties for

eladding hot spot are the subassembly and the ehannel uncertainties. From

Table 14 and 15 it is possible to point clearly out for which uncertainties

better tolerances should be required in order tQ 1 a ve lQwer hot spot

factors.

The loeal uncertainties (Table 15) have a very low influence on

cladding hot spot, at least for 1 = 1 cm. These results explain the
s

stronger dependence of the fuel hot spot factor on the spot length

in comparison to cladding hot spot factor (Fig. 23).
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